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Quarterly Report
July-September 2019

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, includes a panel discussion of a variety of timely topics and 
provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

7/3/19 9am 3:45
Summer Workouts and easy tips for healthy quick exercise you can do at home with Maria More

7/5/19 10am 2:40
Pike Nursery expert talks about stylish succulents---the incredibly popular and easy to grow plants. They offer an 
amazing diversity of colors and textures.

7/17/19 10am 3:30
When Women Succeed event ---- a forum highlighting HOW some of the most influential women in entertainment, 
television and business do well? We preview the 1-day event

7/19/19 5a & 7a 2:50
Emma Bowen Program---This year marks the 80th anniversary for the Emma Bowen Foundation. This non-profit 
connects college students with internships in the media industry. FOX 5 is one of its partners---offering interns life 
long careers at stations across the county. We take a closer look at how one intern’s experience was a foundation 
that led her to FOX Television

7/19/19 10am 2:35
Pike Nursery expert talks about the fungus among us.  Summer can bring a lot of issues to your lawn and garden. 
We take a closer look at the troublesome fungus ---how to identify the problem and get it under control

7/22/19 10am 3:00
Getting ready for Back to School

7/23/19 5P/6P 45:05
It's almost time for kids to go back to school and Henry County police are taking extra steps to keep students safe 
this fall. The department is installing speed detection cameras in five school zones, that can result in tickets for 
anyone who exceeds the speed limit.

7/25/19 5a & 7a 2:15
A look at Gwinnett County’s new McClure High School---what makes this facility unique as it offers a college prep 
curriculum through the lens of health sciences.

7/26/19 10a 2:45
Pike Nursery expert talks about deer resistant plants---while the animals may be adorable creatures—they can cause 
havoc in your garden and with your plants---here are some ways to keep them out of your garden

7/28/19 10P/11P 4:20
A massive new high school in Gwinnet County is just days away from opening its doors. Today, parents and 
students got their first look inside the new 85 million dollar Buford High School. 

7/29/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Back to school prep---getting to the right sales and gearing up for school without breaking the bank. Plus gearing up 
for teaching your 8-9 year olds to pack their own lunches

7/29/19 10am 1:55
Thrifty teachers back to school.  Many teachers spend hundreds of their own dollars to get their classrooms ready---
but how about checking out local thrift stores for some of those supplies or decorations

7/30/19 10am 2:45
Back to School healthy lunches---that you pack at home. Lisa Washington and her grandkids show us how to make 
and pack healthy lunches at home
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7/31/19 9a 4:30
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello shows us some Back to School gadgets including a point and click camera that 
prints pictures---to a device that will help your kids throttle back screen time

8/1/19 8am 2:15
Back to School----Compton ES in Cobb County offers an Action Based Learning Lab----Math 360 classroom and 
action based learning lab is profiled

8/2/19 9am 3:05
Organizing closets for kids as they go back to school; Stylist/closet expert Robanne Schulmann has some tips

8/2/19 10a 2:55
Pike Nursery expert stops by to talk about planting for year round blossoms in your garden

8/2/19                                                10P 2:30
Tonight a picture outlining a DeKalb County school's hair grooming policy has caused a big backlash. The picture 
shows what is and isn't appropriate, and some believe it is unfairly targeting African American male students.
Now the district is calling the whole thing at Marvie J Harris Traditional Theme School a misunderstanding. 

8/5/19 All shows 2:45
Back to School in Dekalb County---at new school John Lewis Elementary and interview with district superintendent

8/5/19 All Shows 5-10a 2:00
Back to School in Gwinnett County---at Parson Elementary School

8/5/19 All Shows 3:00
Back to School in Clayton Coujnty----at Hule Elementary School where teachers, administrators and stakeholders 
kick-off new school year with a Welcome Back to School Pep Rally

8/5/19 7a & 9a 2:50
APS Free Lunches—APS is offerning free breakfast and lunch this year for all students---in every school

8/6/19 9am 3:30
Back to School---APS: superintenden Meria Carstarphen talks about upcoming year

8/9/19 10a 2: 40
Pike Nursery expert talks about planning for birds—with 350 species of birds in Georgia---with a little planning you 
can create a garden that will attract about 20 different types of birds to the yard

8/12/19 5a & 7a 3:05
Lawrenceville School of the Arts and Central Gwinnett partner with the city to add a special School of Art---it will 
have performing arts, visual arts and technology for the arts—set to open 2020-2021

8/12/19 5P/6P 5:25
We all know it can be hard for kids to make friends on the first day of school. But a six-year-old Fayette County 
boy's first day of school t-shirt has gone viral and has now been seen worldwide.  Blake Rajahn asked his mother to 
print a special message on his shirt. It was short and sweet, very sweet: "I will be your friend." Now the family is 
raising money for charity and spreading Blake's anti-bully message.  

8/14/19 6P 2:30
It's never too late to learn...that's the message tonight from an 81-year-old Bartow County man. Herbert Perkinson 
was up for a big promotion, but never graduated high school and missed out on the job.
But his story has a happy ending tonight.
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8/14/19 6P 3:05
A sudden and devastating loss has left a Clayton County family mourning the death of a teenage student who went 
into cardiac arrest and died while conditioning with her basketball team.
Now a heartbroken mother and father want to know why their daughter was told to train on one of the hottest days 
on record this year.

8/14/19 5a/7a/10a 3:05
A Cobb County realtor lost her son to an opioid overdose, but she’s turning her grief into a movement to save lives.   
We look into the story behind the non-profit “Reality for Rehab” and how it’s helping our local police departments

8/14/19 7a & 9a 2:45
How to apply for scholarships

8/14/19 9am 4:00
Marietta School Superintendent Grant Rivera donates his bonus to help to pay for high school seniors applying to 
college ($10,000)

8/16/19 9a 2:45
Pike Nursery expert talks about keeping your garden going.  Summertime can be a tough time in the garden, leaving 
us wondering what to cut or what to fertilize.  We have some tips for pruning, fertilizing, and how to keep the 
garden lush at this time of year

8/16/19 7:30a/9:30a/12p/5p 22:52
College is expensive, but the FOX 5 I-Team found a local teen who figured out a way to go to a top-dollar school, 
all the way across the country, for free. She scoured the country for scholarships and grants - big ones and little 
ones. She applied to dozens of companies and organizations and while she heard a lot of noes, she also heard a lot of 
yeses. She estimates she was awarded around $3 million dollars in scholarships. Now she's sharing her secrets with 
other teens and helping them bring down the cost of college.
 
8/19/19 5a & 8a 2:30
Tour Championship – a look at the young student Anthony Ford that will do the first tee at the Tour Championship--
-and his future plans at college

8/22/19 5a & 7a 2:15
Bee-catur: how to stay safe without killing bees

8/22/19 10a 3:45
Back to School: Protecting your students from online bullying and predators

8/23/19 10a 3:00
Pike Nursery experts talks about the best shrubs for a southern garden

8/27/19 5a & 7a 1:45
Clear the List campaign: a nationwide movement is benefitting local teachers. The campaign started over the 
summer to help other teachers get donations for classroom supplies. One Gwinnett County teacher has already 
received lots of new additions for her classroom

8/30/19 10a 2:55
Pike Nursery expert talks about decorating with mums and other fall color in your garden, on your patio and in your 
house.

9/6/19 10a 3:00
Pike Nursery expert shows us the finer details of backyard tailgating planting
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9/9/19 5P/6P 3:30
She helped lead Atlanta after one of the largest school cheating scandals in history... But this will be Meria 
Carstarphen's last year as superintendent of Atlanta public schools. After three hours behind closed doors, the a-p-s 
board of education announced they will not extend Dr. Carstarphen's contract.

9/12/19                                              11P 1:55
Tough questions for the DeKalb County Schools superintendent. A number of people participated in a "question and 
answer" session with Doctor R. Stephen Green. And many are upset over a proposal to raise taxes again... for new 
school construction.

9/13/19 10a 2:35
Pike Nursery expert talks about what are some of the best and most colorful Fall indoor house plants

9/16/19 5a & 7a 2:40
Students at Blackwell ES in Cobb County construct a robotic arm for an International student in need

9/18/19 6P/10P 4:05
They claim the school district has shorted them for weeks--Clayton County school bus drivers say some of them are 
about to lose their homes or cars, and can't pay their bills. Drivers met with school district officials this morning, 
they say. They hope for the best but admit they have little confidence in the district after weeks of worry.  

9/19/19                                             10P 2:30
A local school district has fired a substitute teacher who categorized children in her class as angels and devils. 
Students at Awtrey Middle School in Cobb County found the list. 

9/20/19 5P/6P 4:10
Just days ago we told you about a young man whose specialized bike was stolen, a bike he used to get back and 
forth to classes at Georgia Tech. Thanks to the generosity of a fox five viewer, Marquavious Barnes received a 
brand new bike today. Georgia Tech police, faculty, and staff presented Marquavious with the special gift this 
afternoon.

9/20/19 5P/6P 4:30
It was the gift that shocked an entire graduating class. During his commencement speech, billionaire Robert Smith 
announced he would pay off the student loan debt of every member of the Morehouse class of 2019.  Today, the 
school announced Smith and his family made good on that promise---a promise that totaled into the tens of millions 
of dollars.

9/20/19 10a 2:50
Pike Nursery expert talks about veggies for your garden in late summer and fall

9/23/19 5a & 7a 2:05
Miller Grove High School culinary program. They recently competed in the Southern Wing Showdown….and won! 
They competed against restaurants all over the south and grabbed top honors.

9/26/19 10am 3:00
We have a  preview of the annual LGBTQ film festival

9/26/19 5P/6P 3:00
Under investigation and on administrative leave. The principal of Towers High School is off the job... It's a story we 
first broke last week... But tonight, we've learned this isn't the first time she's been the subject of an employer 
review. According to documents obtained by Fox 5, before working for DeKalb county public schools, Lakeisha 
Griffith was an employee with the Atlanta police department.  

9/27/19 10a 3:15
Pike Nursery expert talks about do it yourself container gardens big and small for the Fall
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DRUGS & ALCOHOL

8/9/19 11P 2:35
In the last 24 hours, Gwinnett County has dismissed more than 100 drug possession cases.
The solicitor general there says he is no longer pressing charges against some people caught with marijuana.

9/16/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 7:50
Right now, a Gwinnett County judge must decide whether a state lawsuit against the opioid industry should move 
forward. In January, the Georgia Attorney General's office filed the suit against a laundry list of pharmaceutical 
manufacturers and distributors seeking damages for what they call an "opoid crisis" with "catastrophic effects." 
Now, lawyers for the pharmaceutical companies have asked the judge to throw out the suit.

9/18/19 6P 1:45
A suspected drunk driver crossing lanes and ignoring Johns Creek police. Officers say he wasn't only putting 
himself in harm’s way, but others as well. Dash cam video shows how officers got the driver safely off the road. 

RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

7/15/19 10P/11P 4:30
It's the story involving a Georgia lawmaker -- that's making headlines across the country tonight. Representative 
Erica Thomas's claim that she was verbally abused by a white man at a local Publix has gone viral. Thomas tells fox 
five tonight -- that man told her to quote "go back to where she came from." but we spoke with him also -- and he 
has a very different version of events.

7/24/19 10P/11P                                            5:50
It's the super market super argument that sparked a racial firestorm. And tonight.... this new video is giving us a 
clear view of how it all went down. It happened over the weekend at Publix in Mableton. Representative Erica 
Thomas accused a customer of verbally attacking her and she even claims he told her to quote-- "go back to where 
she came from." Fox Five has obtained the official police report-- and it tells a whole different story.

8/1/19 10P 2:40
Demands for action tonight in Hoschton...where many residents are calling for the resignation of the mayor and 
mayor pro tem. The two community leaders are in the hot seat for making racist remarks -- leading to dozens of 
ethics complaints. And tonight the anger was less about those comments... and more about how long it's taking to 
reach a resolution.

8/14-15 and 8/29-30/19 10p/6p 7:32/14:10
Two human rights groups have filed a federal lawsuit claiming the state of Georgia illegally discriminates against 
Puerto Ricans applying for Georgia driver's licenses.  The suit claims the state Department of Driver Services 
unfairly seizes documents and forces applicants to pass a quiz, testing their knowledge, not about driving, but of 
Puerto Rican culture and history. In an exclusive interview, the FOX 5 I-Team talked to the man at the center of the 
lawsuit. When he presented his social security card and birth certificate to DDS, he was jailed and charged with 
falsifying documents. The charges were eventually dropped and the state has stopped using the Puerto Rican 
Interview Guide.

9/1/19 10P/11P 3:30
A late night take out order at a restaurant in Duluth had several customers shocked when the receipt came out with a 
racial slur printed on it.

ECONOMY 

7/2/19 8am 4:00
Real Estate expert John Adams is in studio to talk about 5 tips for getting your home ready to sell
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7/15/19 7a & 9a 3:50
Today is Amazon PRIME Day---Are you in? or are you going to pass? Consumer I-Team reporter Dana Fowle has 
some tips to make the most out of this Christmas in July shopping day

7/15/19 10a 3:00
PNC Bank Community Development Banking Manager is here to talk about foiling fraudsters on-line and how to 
avoid online traps

7/16/19 8am 4:00
Real Estate expert is here to talk about how convenient house sales may NOT be your best deal

7/17/19 7a & 9a 3:55
Financial Literacy courses----college kids are plagued with debt: those tempting credit cards come in the mail/there 
are school loans and so much more.  We take a closer look on becoming “financial savie”---for you and your kids

7/17/19 9am 3:30
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello talks about latest updates from Consumer Product Safety

7/19/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Wedding Loans---this is a new and troubling trend. Should you or should you not take a loan out to cover your 
wedding expenses---we have some cost saving tips

7/22/19 7a & 9a 2:55
Enterprise Spoofing: with all the data breaches----scammers are now posing as legitimate companies and 
government agencies and getting away with it-  Enterprise spoofing is when they grab and copy a legit operaitons 
main outbound number---to get you fooled.

7/24/19 7a 2:40
Credit Card reward programs

7/30/19 8a 3:45
Real Estate expert John Adams stop by to talk about soaring rents

7/31/19 7a & 9a 2:15
Do you need a tire----some DIY for auto care from I-Team consumer reporter Dana Fowle

8/2/19 7a & 9a 2:45
Grandparent student loans:  we talk a lot about student debt, but an astonishing number of Baby Boomers have this 
debt too---still. Because they took out loans for their grandchildren. We talk to a finance expert who reminds us that 
you NEVER dip into your own retirement to pay for school loans

8/7/19 7a & 9a 2:25
Fake Equifax Claim Sites----Equifax has been ordered to provide monetary compenstation for its data breach---so, 
of course fake sites have popped up claiming to help you get your money----but instead are helping themselves to 
your money---we show you to play it safe!

8/9/19 7a & 9a 2:00
Airbag recall update

8/13/19 8am 4:00
Real Estate expert John Adams talks about landlord retaliation legislation signed by the Governor.  It allows for 
substantial penalties against any landlord who threatens eviction, rent increases, or any reduction in services to a 
tenant who lawfully requests repairs or seeks the intervention of code enforcement officials.  The issue had two 
sides, with some landlord groups call it the Landlord Retaliation law
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8/19/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Cheap vs. Frugal  They are different. Cheap means inviting friends over for dinner then Venmo-ing them their part 
of the cost. Or, not tipping your fare share at dinner and others have to pick it up.  Frugal means cutting wasteful 
expenses. Sure, that morning coffee shop stop is an easy cut, but that’s not going to change your life. Let’s write 
down expenses for  one month.—and see where our money goes—then start to whittle

8/21/19 7a & 9a 3:20
Credit card rating—so what is the difference between GOOD, FAIR AND EXCELLENT---let’s do the math, it 
usually works out to the APR number and percentage on carrying balance, etc….

8/21/19 9am 3:50
Beware the personal computer assistant Alexa or Siri----the BBB warns don’t ask for find and dial a number for  you 
---turns out scammers have paid their way to the top of search results which means consumers are getting connected 
with con-artists instead of consumer service---find out how to protect yourself

8/26/19 7a & 9a 2:30
National Park Free for 4th graders---all year (with some restrictions) kids are free---we explain the program

8/30/19 7a & 9a 2:15
More DIY for women and cars – let’s change a car fuse—plus some other easy fixers in your auto, SUV or truck

9/4/19 7a & 9a 3:00
College kids and credit cards:  a new study reveals kids entering college this fall believe those credit card offers are 
free money.  Let’s get these kids the memo----it’s NOT free at all!

9/6/19 7a & 9a 3:25
Time to switch your credit cards---according to a new study, 40 percent of Americans have never changed their 
primary credit card, or have gone at least 10 years without switching.  Why freshening up your credit can save you 
money.

9/9/19 7a & 9a 3:30
Financial Fitness & divorce:  Divorce rates are going down, but here’s why---lower-income couples are 
cohabitating, not marrying. And more educated couples are marrying , but later. They are more financially fit, so 
they argue less about money. Money is the number one reason that couples argue---This underscores the value of 
waiting to get married until you are both financially stable.

9/10/19 8a 4:00
Real Estate expert John Adams is in studio to talk about: Why it is important to refinance now

9/11/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Top Couple Fights: it’s OK that one of you is a spender and one of you is a saver.  You more conservative folks 
probably love the spontaneity of your partner and vice versa-----and what this means for finances—we take a look

9/11/19 9a 3:15
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello shares the newest tailgating must haves---from portable power tech, tailgating 
tools and gadgets to make your tailgating the best

9/13/19 7a & 9a 3:20
Towing & Storage:  People can get some pretty big bills after being towed. Outsized bills---so we have 3 things to 
know before you get towed---make sure you are parked legally and not on private property, Ask for a price quote 
before the tow truck arrives, .and when the tow truck arrives, make sure it’s the person you called.
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9/16/19 7a & 9a 2:55
MoneyGram to Debit Card: a system known for its cash exchange is now stepping into the digital side.  We also 
look at CashApp, Venmo and others---so with this news addition, let’s remind you about ways to stay safe sending 
cash digitally

9/18/19 7a & 9a 2:55
Zero percent interest cards: We see this offer, but what does it really mean? What are the pitfalls? We interview a 
woman who put $60K basement reno on Credit cards without paying any interest.  And not leaving herself in debt---
but it’s only for someone with discipline and self-control

9/18/19 6P 2:25
A decision by Children's Healthcare of Atlanta to close some neighborhood facilities and cutback services at others 
has upset a group of parents. Children's at Alpharetta Highway and Children's at Mount Zion are set to close. CHOA 
also plans to cut rehabilitation services at six satellite locations. The parents say this could have a negative impact on 
children with disabilities and many military families. 

9/19/19 9am 3:45
Simple steps to get your credit score up with financial consultant John Ulzheimer

9/20/19 7a & 9a 3:15
A quick primer on 401K investing: what you need to know and do

9/23/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Christmas Prep:  it’s time. Get your holiday gift list ready NOW.  Now is the time to begin the task, determine your 
budgets, buy those holiday travel tickes----lock as much down by mid-October if you can.

9/24/19 8a 4:25
Real Estate expert John Adams stops by to talk about a step-by-step guide to refinancing

9/25/19 7a & 9a 2:45
Cheap gas:  gas prices are expected to go up as we continue to face conflict with Iran. We take a look at how you 
can find the best deals 

9/27/19 7a & 9a 3:30
Credit card debt is up---YIKES! Many folks are now carrying almost $30,000 in debt----our consumer I-team 
reporter offers some solutions for getting rid of that debt and improving your credit

9/30/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Recurring Fees: we often sign up for free trials then forget to cancel them and find ourselves paying $5 dollars here, 
$10 dollars there every month—And companies count on that—We have a reminder to clear the decks and cancel  
those monthly fees we forgot all about….

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

7/1/19 5P/6P 3:15
As we gear up for the 50th Peachtree Road Race, there will be many first-timers in the crowd. It is a race Nancy 
Sanchez of Fairburn never imagined she would be running. But the Northside nurse and mother of three has gone 
through quite a transformation in the last year.

7/2/19 7a & 9a 3:00
Summer Skin: When it heats up outside, so does your skin.  This can set off acne and other skin problems. A 
medical esthetician reveals several summer skin problems and how to solve them
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7/3/19 5P/6P 4:00
It's a critical message that experts say some parents don't get until it's too late. According to the Georgia bureau of 
investigation, seven infants died in may because of unsafe sleep practices. Experts say babies should sleep in a crib 
without any extras. The GBI wants to make sure the word gets out there so no more families have to suffer.  

7/3/19 5P 2:35
It was a diagnosis that brought Jerry Keefer's life to a standstill. At 66, the army veteran found himself facing 
pancreatic cancer. His symptoms were vague. But Keefer went to his doctor. That may be what is helping him beat 
the odds -- one year later.

7/4/19 5P 2:20
The Food and Drug Administration recently issued warning letters to two companies that market and distribute 
Kratom products. The agency says the companies are using websites and social media to market products, and 
making unproven claims they can treat opioid addiction or erase withdrawal symptoms. Companies are increasingly 
marketing supplements on social media.

7/4/19 7a & 9a 2:50
On-line prescription dangers: Unlicensed, untested, or fraudulent pills sold illegally as “Melanotan 2” can be found 
on the internet for people looking for a tan.  In fact, there are a number of products you should be wary of online.  
The FDA has issued a warning letter to a company peddling a kratom-based pain reliever.  An expert points out the 
trouble and what consumers need to know

7/8/19 5P 2:40
Amelia Holley considers "Children's Healthcare of Atlanta at Scottish Rite" her home away from home. That's 
where she's become a regular volunteer over the last year. Holley knows the hospital like the back of her hand. 
Because -- in many ways -- she's grown up there.

7/9/19 5P 2:30
When we're pressed for time, it's easy to grab whatever we can find to eat. But growing evidence shows that highly-
processed food comes with real health risks. The Fox Medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice on how we can 
eat on the run and stay healthy.

7/10/19 5P 2:30
Hannah Davis was just halfway through her pregnancy, when doctors diagnosed her. With "Hodgkin's Lymphoma." 
overnight, the Hiram medical assistant found herself facing an uncertain future. Davis would need surgery, then 
chemotherapy, not knowing how the treatment might affect her unborn baby.

7/11/19 5P 2:30
President Trump is shaking up how we treat kidney disease in the U.S. Yesterday, the president signed an executive 
order to revamp the nation's kidney care system over the next decade. It could bring some major changes -- for 
kidney disease patients here in Georgia.

7/11/19 7a & 9a 3:00
New Executive order from President Trump will make it easier for people to get in-house dialysis

7/15/19 5P 2:20
If you have a family history of Alzheimer’s disease, it's natural to wonder about your own risk.
It's something Pete Mitchell of Marietta has thought about since he lost his father to the disease twenty years ago.

7/15/19 10P/11P 3:00
Hundreds of people, forced to pack up and leave the Sheraton in downtown Atlanta tonight..  over fears of a disease 
outbreak. State health officials say the hotel shut down over a legionnaires disease scare.
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7/16/19 5P 2:03
Do you ever lose the car keys or forget your coworker's name? Maybe you get up to do something -- then forget 
what you were supposed to do? Memory lapses are common. But are they harmless... Or could they be a sign of a 
deeper problem.

7/16/19 7a & 9a 3:45
Is it Alzheimer’s?: When is forgetfulness just that and not signs of dementia?  What can you do to keep your brain 
strong?

7/17/19 5P 3:00
Raising a child with serious medical needs is hard work. And it's something Alex Maddox never imagined she 
would do on her own. But the widow of slain locust grove police officer Chase Maddox says she has never felt 
alone. because so many people have stepped in to support her and her sons.

7/18/19 5P 2:05
Nothing can derail your day like being stung by a wasp -- or, even worse, bitten by a snake. It's that time of year, 
when we're outside more which puts us at higher risk of getting a sting or a bite.

7/18/19 7a & 9a 3:25
Summer ER visits: From bug bites and snakes to dehydration---what is the ER at Emory Midtown experiencing this 
summer? Could some of these cases be avoided?

7/23/19 7a & 9a 3:00
White coat hypertension-----how patients get stressed out just going to the doctor or doctor’s office

7/23/19 5P 2:45
You're at the doctor's office and the nurse checks your blood pressure. It's usually normal. But now - it's *way up 
and you don't know why. It's called "white coat hypertension." And a new study shows that it’s a symptom we can't 
afford to ignore. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin explains why. 

7/24/19 5P 3:20 
On cooler nights, many of us drive with our windows down. That's what Abdul Jones was doing two years ago, 
when the unthinkable happened. The 37-year old was blinded in one eye -- by a part of his car he'd never really 
thought twice about: the driver's side rearview mirror. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin explains what 
happened. 

7/24/19 5P/6P 4:25
A viral video catches the moment a colorblind Douglas County firefighter sees the colors in the American flag for 
the first time. That video has played around the world...and tonight that firefighter is talking to Fox Five's Doug 
Evans about this life changing moment.

7/24/19 10P/11P 5:15
Serious concerns over two metro area facilities releasing what the EPA classifies as 'cancer-causing chemicals' into 
the air. According to the Environmental Protection Agency-- the highest readings are in Smyrna and Covington. 
And that's exactly what prompted tonight's standing-room only town-hall meeting in Smyrna.

7/25/19 5P 2:40
Seafood is packed with protein -- and high in healthy fats. But some fish are healthier than others -- and how you 
prepare fish - is key. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has a look at how to get the biggest nutritional bang out 
of eating seafood.

7/25/19 7a & 9a 2:00
What is the healthiest fish to include in your diet---when trying to get Omega-3
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7/26/19 7a & 9a 4:00
DNA testing scams----buyer beware

7/29/19 5P 3:25
Most of us remember learning to ride a bike. The training wheels... the empty parking lot.  Our dad pushing us until 
we had enough speed to let go. Riding is a childhood ritual that children with special needs sometimes miss out on. 
But a program called "I Can Bike" is trying to change that.

7/30/19 7a & 9a 3:15
What is Insta-Envy?  We’ve heard spending too much time on social media can be bad for our emotional health.  
But one study of Instagram use found use of social media may not be as bad for mental health as some have 
suggested.  What matters, researchers found, is your personality-----Call it Insta-Envy

7/31/19 5P 4:10
Last year, more that 300-thousand women underwent a breast augmentation. It's the most popular plastic surgery 
procedure in the U.S. Women can choose between saline or silicone gel implants. The surgery -- and the implants -- 
are considered safe. But one Cobb County woman -- believes her implants made her sick.

8/01/19 5P 2:40
As kids head back to school -- the struggle over screen time is *real* for many parents. Students have spent all 
summer on their smartphones and other digital devices. So, weaning them off electronics won't be easy. But, that's 
exactly what one local doctors tells parents to do.

8/1/19 7a & 9a 1:50
University of North Georiga’s physical therapy and music departments explored the link between drumming and a 
decrease in chronic pain.  The small study indicated less use of medication and increase in mobility

8/2/19 10P 2:05
The grab-and-go cafeteria inside the Gwinnett County courthouse is under scrutiny tonight, after failing a health 
inspection this week. According to the report -- violations include mold in the ice maker, as well as refrigeration 
issues.

8/5/19 5P 2:25
More than 30 million Americans live with diabetes. That is almost one out of every ten people in this country. The 
disease came into Marie Akles life decades ago... but she didn't really take it seriously. That might be the biggest 
regret of her life.

8/5/19 10P/11P 4:00
A cancer-causing chemical, used in a Covington industrial plant -- is causing serious community concern. The BD 
Plant manufactures and sterilizes medical equipment with the chemical, ethylene oxide, or ETO. And tonight, 
residents packed into a town hall meeting, to demand that the company *and the state do more to protect the 
community.

8/5/19 5P 2:30
As students head back to school -- alarm clocks will go off for many kids for the first time in weeks. And no one 
feels that harsh wake-up call more than teenagers. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has a look at ways to help 
your teens get better sleep.

8/5/19 9am 4:15
Congressman David Scott’s annual health fare preview

8/6/19 7a & 9a 3:10
Teen Sleep: Most teens only get about 7 hours sleep a night. Many don’t smoothly adjust sleeping habits once 
school returns, so we talk to a doctor who works with parents to help guide proper sleep habits for kids
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8/6/19 10P/11P 3:00
One of the people sickened with legionnaires' disease at the Sheraton Atlanta has died. That's according to the 
Georgia department of public health that cites a total of 12 confirmed cases of the disease. I spoke with a man who 
says his daughter was the one who died after contracting legionnaires at the hotel.

8/7/19 5P 3:25
Chloe Sych and five friends are getting their first taste of college life on the Emory University campus.
It's an adjustment that can be challenging. And, it's a new world for these young adults on the autism spectrum. The 
Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has their story.

8/8/19 5P 3:25
Subway is just the latest restaurant to add meat-less options. They have names like "Beyond Burger" and 
"Impossible Burger." They're plant-based "burgers" designed to look -- and taste -- just like meat. But what's in them 
-- and are they a healthier option?

8/8/19 5P/6P 3:50
He had no pulse and he wasn't breathing. Medics say Mike Pilgrim was in cardiac arrest when they arrived minutes 
after he was shocked as he helped a friend cut down a tree.  That accident happened two weeks ago. Today the 54-
year-old Troup County man is grateful to be alive. Pilgrim was on hand today as the first responders received honors 
in LaGrange for their life-saving teamwork.

8/8/19 7a & 9a 2:45
The Impossible Burger – It’s a huge craze: the Impossible Burger. It’s a plant based patty designed to be a healthier 
alternative to the traditional meat burger, especially beef.  The Impossible is not the only plant-based burger on the 
market ---we compare.

8/9/19 7a & 9a 3:35
When Atlanta resident Bryan Lee needed a new kidney he never guessed that he’d get it from his colleague at 
work—but that’s exactly what happened

8/12/19 5P 3:40
You are listening to what could be a new approach to treating chronic pain. Researchers at the University of North 
Georgia in Dahlonega recently asked volunteers who live with daily pain to join a drumming circle. And what 
happened next surprised them!

8/12/19 5P/6P 4:25
It's shocking video of a weekend incident at Hartsfield Jackson International Airport. Atlanta police stepped in to 
stop a man from doing more harm to himself, and perhaps other people at the airport.
Tonight, the actions of those officers has drawn praise from court officials who deal with the mentally ill.

8/13/19 5P 2:40
You're probably familiar with fitness trackers and calorie-counting apps. But, what about a sleep tracker?
There are wrist-worn devices, phone apps, and bedside monitors--all to help you get a better night's rest.
But, sleep trackers may not be a good idea for everyone.

8/13/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Sleep Trackers: Do they work? More and more people are trying wearable sleep trackers. An expert says the devices 
can work if you let it

8/15/19 7a & 9a 3:20
New to Spinning? Tips for your first class and how to get a spinning routine going at home
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8/15/19 5P 2:50
If you like to exercise, but don't like the Georgia heat, this time of year can be kind of tough. So, it might make 
sense to try something new -- like *indoor* cycling. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin says you can get in a 
great workout -- and burn hundreds of calories -- without having to go outside. 

8/16/19 9a 3:00
Nutrition Atlanta – Jennifer Hnant’s Healthy Breakfast ideas for kids

8/19/19 5P 2:25
About one in ten women of childbearing age have a condition known as "Poly-Cystic Ovary Syndrome." it can 
cause hormonal imbalances and metabolic problems that can make it harder to get pregnant. For one Atlanta woman, 
getting pregnant wasn't the challenge. Staying pregnant was. But after repeated miscarriages, she's found help -- and 
hope.

8/20/19 5P 2:20
We spend about 90-percent of our lives indoors. Much of that time is spent staring at a screen -- which can leave us 
feeling disconnected. But, if you want feel better, British researchers found you may want to head outside.

8/20/19 7a & 9a 2:50
Benefits of nature---spending time in nature can have tangible health benefits

8/21/19 5P 4:15
You've probably seen her face, covering SEC college football from the sidelines. ESPN reporter Lauren Sisler has 
won awards for her reporting. Now she is finally ready to share her personal story -- one she couldn't talk about for 
years.

8/22/19 5P 2:25
At least 40-percent of Americans may have a Vitamin D deficiency. And the rates are even higher in African-
Americans and Hispanics. A study released last year found Vitamin D deficiency is become an epidemic across the 
U.S..

8/22/19 7a & 9a 3:40
Are you vitamin D deficient? A chronic Vitamin D deficiency has been linked to weigh gain, fatigue, osteoporosis, 
even heart disease.  Foods like fatty fish, egg yolks, and fortified dairy and grain products can help boost your 
Vitamin D levels

8/26/19 5P 2:30
Pancreatic cancer is hard to catch early. By the time you develop symptoms, it has often grown and spread. And that 
delay in diagnosis can make this type of cancer especially difficult to treat.

8/27/19 7a & 9a 3:35
HPV debate:   wart causing HPV is the most common sexually transmitted infection.  Experts suggest vaccination in 
early teen years, but some families are uncomfortable with that suggestion. We take a look at the debate with one 
family

8/29/19 7a & 9a 2:00
Kid eating habits – What type of snacks should your child be eating? What should your child eat for breakfast? 
What’s happening if your child’s eating habits start to regress?   Dr. Taz has the answers.

9/3/19 7a & 9a 3:30
Do You Know Your Cardiorespiratory Fitness Level:  our monthly Grady Health Systems sponsors segment—this 
week we take a look at your cardio health
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9/3/19 5P 2:20
How well is your heart working? That's a hard question to answer. But a test often used with elite runners may yield 
some clues. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin explains how the screening tool works.

9/4/19 5P 2:35
Brooklyn Hunt has sung and played instruments since she could talk. The three-year old Bartow county girl has been 
blind since birth. And she's already a stand-out at school, thanks to two pre-k programs designed for youngsters who 
blind and are visually impaired.

9/4/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Pot and pregnancy: physicians counsel patients if you are trying to get pregnant---be sure to give up the pot

9/5/19 5P 2:40
Illinois recently became the eleventh state in the country to legalize the recreational use of marijuana. As pot 
becomes more mainstream, more young adults are using it. But there are questions about how smoking marijuana 
can affect fertility.

9/9/19 5P 2:45
About ten percent of childhood cancers are hereditary, meaning their passed down through families. When doctors 
diagnosed 3-year old Maylee Highland of LaGrange with leukemia, her parents started looking into their family 
history of cancer. They found quite a bit of cancer, on both sides of the family. But -- what they didn't know -- until 
recently -- is whether their other children might be at risk, as well.

9/10/19 5P 2:15
Breathing is something most of us do without even thinking about it. But, for 10 percent of Georgia children, it's a 
struggle, because of asthma. Atlanta has some of the highest asthma rates in the nation. But a program is making it 
easier for students in Atlanta to get treatment.

9/10/19 7a & 9a 3:00
The Asthma Mobile—The Ronald McDonald Care Mobile is a fully functioning medical clinic on wheels.  Its main 
goal is bringing asthma care to children where they live, learn, and play.  Kids living in dense, poorer, industrialized 
urban areas are more likely to get asthma.  We spent a day with the asthma mobile as it treated kids at one APS 
elementary school.

9/11/19                                              5P 3:15
A Carroll County father and son are training for a marathon relay race to raise money for Children's Healthcare of 
Atlanta. And the reason why they're running -- is deeply personal.

9/11/19 5P 2:05
A family hopes for a miracle recovery for a little girl who turns nine years old today. But instead of celebrating her 
birthday-- she's in the hospital in critical condition after she was injured in a three-car crash.

9/12/19 5P 2:40
Many men don't really like going to the doctor. But, Assistant Atlanta Police Chief Todd Coyt has always been good 
about getting his regular checkups. That's why he was surprised when a blood test flagged a problem.

9/12/19 7a & 9a 2:30
Chief’s Prostate Cancer:  APD Asst. Chief spent 3 decades on the force---and he is a prostate cancer survivor---
discovering his ailment at an Atlanta Police Department health fair---Now he wants to remind men and the people 
that love them about the importance of screening for the disease.

9/16/19                                            5P 4:05
Anna Charles Hollis was a force of life, who loved to sing, and dance, and make videos. The Buford six-year old 
dreamed of being a Youtube sensation, before leukemia cut her life short. But Anna Charles inspired the Peach 
Bowl to create a 20-million dollar research fund that could help thousands of other children one day beat cancer.  
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9/17/19 5P 2:45
Have you ever bent down or stood up and heard a "crunching" or "crackling" sound from your knees? Researchers at 
Georgia Tech say the sounds our knees make reveal clues about how healthy they are.

9/17/19 7a & 9a 3:05
Crunchy Knee: a healthy knee sounds a lot different than an injured one.  Georgia Tech researchers developed a 
brace that records the sound of knee movement; now researchers know the slightest change in sound could be the  
key to recognizing knee damage and successfully treating the injury

9/19/19 7a & 9a 3:35
Pros and Cons of Natural make-up: a dermatologist breaks down the good and bad when using natural makeup and 
scents

9/19/19 5P 2:40
 More women are trying to clean up their beauty routine -- choosing makeup and skincare lines that are natural or 
organic. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin takes a look at the pros and cons of making the switch to clean beauty 
products.

9/23/19 5P 3:35
Close to a million and a half americans have lupus. Ninety percent are women, particularly younger women. Levi 
Holcomb had many of the telltale symptoms. But, as a guy, he didn't know he could develop lupus, too.

9/24/19 5P 2:25
It seems as soon as you start restricting certain foods, you start craving them. Or, you drop a few pounds, only to 
have them find you again a few weeks later. So, the American Heart Association wants to help you eat healthier 
without dieting.

9/25/19 5P 2:20
If you've been to the grocery store lately, you know sea salt is having a moment. It's being added to everything from 
gourmet chocolate to potato chips. And, on the surface, it seems like sea salt would be better for us than table salt. 
But is it really?

9/26/19 5P 2:20
Finding time to get in a daily workout can be challenging. But it doesn't have to be. Especially if you find ways to 
move more throughout your day. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice from the American Heart 
association on how to get more active.

9/30/19 5P 3:07
It has been a long road for Brendon Blair of Peachtree City. The Morehouse grad pushed through more than six 
years of dialysis, and lost nearly half his bodyweight. But, earlier this summer, Blair got the lifeline he had been 
searching for, a new kidney.

9/26/19 7a & 9a 3:15
Easy Ways to Get More Active to promote good heart health in advance of Heartwalk 2019

9/30/19 5a & 7a 3:20
Gwinnett Kidney Transplant:  in a life-long career as an occupational therapist, Mary Jo Ray-Jewett has been 
helping others her whole life. So when she learned her 12 year old neighbor Will Walker needed a kidney, she got 
tested to see if she was a match. She was and did not hesitate to give him a kidney.
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HOMELESSNESS/HUNGER

8/5/19 10P/11P 3:10
Homelessness. It's an issue that's affected our city for years and now, it's having a negative impact on our booming 
tourism industry. 50- million people visit Atlanta each year. Now, some of them are complaining about the hundreds 
of people who sleep on the streets of Atlanta -- and occasionally become aggressive when asking for money.

8/20/19 5P/6P 3:00
Concerns surrounding Atlanta’s homeless population continue to grow. One restaurant owner says panhandlers 
come into his restaurant, and scare and curse at his customers. The city council heard these complaints, and is now 
working to find a solution.

8/20/19 5P/6P 3:00
A Douglasville grandfather... Held up on his way to church. The 74 year old had just pulled up to the regions atm in 
downtown Douglasville when a masked gunman ambushed him. Louis Entrekin has two young grandsons and both 
were in the backseat of his car when the robber struck.

8/21/19 5P/6P 4:20
A local charity that helps to feed needy families across several states operates out of a big warehouse in Fayette 
County. Video from SkyFox drone shows the "Midwest Food Bank" facility. But officials there says it's forced to 
turn away truck loads of donated fresh produce and meat. Because they have no place to store it. Now, the food bank 
is raising money to build a house-size refrigerator that will not only solve their cold storage problem.

9/20/19                                             6P/10P 3:30
It's a simple act that's gone a long way. One local man went above and beyond to help those in need.
And his good deed was caught on camera and is making waves around the internet. 

WEATHER/DISASTERS

7/10/19 10P/11P 2:40
Some Atlanta residents visiting New Orleans were stuck in floodwaters there earlier today. Fox 5 spoke with one 
woman who says she ended up leaving some items behind because she had to evacuate her hotel.

7/11/19 10P/11P 2:10
Crews from Georgia are ready to head to Louisiana to help. Some red cross workers from Atlanta are already there, 
waiting to see what Barry does.

7/12/19 10P/11P 2:40
Thousands of members of a sorority are getting out of New Orleans ahead of the tropical system. They were there 
for their national convention.

8/2/19 6P/11P 3:35
Overnight storms left their mark across metro Atlanta...some areas with weeks of repairs ahead.
Powerful winds and heavy rain toppling trees and power lines - some crashing into homes and others blocking 
roadways.  One road in Cobb County remains impassable. 

8/24/19 10P/11P 3:30
Six people including a 12-year-old are recovering tonight after a lightning strike hit the east lake golf course today. 
It happened during the p-g-a tour championship this afternoon. Authorities say the lightning struck a tree... Causing 
debris to fall onto people below.
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8/24/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 30:00
Powerful... destructive... And recording setting. That is how meteorologists describe Hurricane Dorian. The storm 
made a devastating landfall in the Bahamas Sunday as a category five storm with winds nearing 200 miles per hour. 
That storm has since stalled over the islands. 

7/12/19 All shows Various times
Tropical Storm Berry 

9/20/19 5P/6P/10P 6:10
Atlanta was among numerous cities with protestors demanding lawmakers take real action to deal with climate 
change. Hundreds of protestors poured onto the steps of the state capitol waving signs that read -- "Why Can't I 
Breathe?" ... "There's No Planet B" ... And "We're In The Endgame now."
 
9/2/19-9/5/19 All Shows  Various times
Hurricane Dorian---/Tropical Storm Dorian along Georgia, Florida, Carolina coastlines

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS

7/1/19 5P/6P 3:00
Will there be even more restrictions on where smokers can light up in Atlanta? That's what's on the city council's 
agenda this afternoon. Dozens of people signed up to speak their minds at city hall, largely, urging that the council 
pass the new rules.

7/12/19 5P/6P 3:00
Hundreds of demonstrators packed into a DeKalb county shopping center tonight. They're protesting immigration 
issues and conditions at the border. This comes as large-scale immigration enforcement operations are slated to 
begin this weekend in 10 U.S. cities including Atlanta.

7/12/19 9am 3:45
Former undercover officer at the ATF and author of book:  Ratsnakes: Cheating Death by Living a Lie—Inside the 
Explosive World of ATF’s Undercover Agents----stops by to talk about behind the scenes at this government agency

7/16/19 5P/6P 3:00
A task force to decide what the Atlanta city jail should be used for gets underway -- amid controversy. Atlanta's 
mayor is weighing a possible social purpose for the building. But some Atlanta homeowners want Fulton county to 
take it over to house serious offenders.

7/24/19 5P/6P 2:50
Dozens of people are taking to the streets -- advocating for safer conditions for all. The rally comes a week after a 
man died in a scooter collision with a bus on West Peachtree and 15-th Street in midtown Atlanta. 

7/24/19 830a-1130am Network coverage
The Mueller Hearings on Russian interference and US elections and role of Trump Administration

7/29/19 10P/11P 4:35
The clock is ticking for Georgia's new voting system to take effect. One of the first counties scheduled to use the 
new paper system is Paulding County. That's where the elections and registrations supervisor is leading the way into 
the new system.

7/31/19 10P/11P 3:40
Emotions running high in Gwinnett County tonight during a meeting about 287 -g. That's the federal program that 
gives authority to local law enforcement to screen for immigration status. Tonight those for and against the program 
all met in one room.
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7/31-8/01/19 10p/6p 11:02
A FOX 5 I-Team investigation takes a look at the debate over how to handle the 21st Century public square: social 
media. Walton County faced criticism for banning or blocking people for posting off-topic or offensive remarks on 
its Facebook page. The sheriff’s office has agreed to stop that practice. The decision comes in the wake of a federal 
lawsuit filed by a man who tried to criticize the Walton County sheriff on Facebook but was blocked by his staff.

8/8/19 5P/6P 3:30
A grieving father demands action from the Atlanta city council, regarding the dangers of scooter-riding in the city. 
William Douglas alexander lost his son to a scooter crash in midtown. He stood with scooter and bicycle advocates 
today at city hall, and told council members they should put scooter safety measures in place immediately.

8/8/19                                              5P/6P                                                   4:35
No more late night scooter-riding on Atlanta streets -- that is, at least, until the city comes up with a way to make 
traveling by scooter safer. Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms has ordered scooter companies to turn the two-wheeled 
vehicles off at 9 p-m. This will go into effect this Friday night. This change was prompted by the three recent 
scooter-related deaths in the city.

8/8/19                                               5P/6P 4:40
Here in Georgia -- some Democratic state legislators gathered at the state capitol to call for changes to our state's 
gun laws. And they echoed some ideas floated nationally.

8/13/19 6P 2:35
Once their gun is drawn, their body cam turns on – now some Atlanta police officers have a special new holster that 
activates a camera when they pull out their firearm. Today, the Atlanta City Council discussed police technology 
enhancements.

8/13/19 11P 1:45
A protest outside Atlanta city hall after the mayor bans e-scooters and e-bikes after 9 p-m.
The change comes after four e-scooter-related deaths. Activists say the ban is unfair and a distraction.

8/15/19 5P/6P 3:00
A federal judge outlaws Georgia's old voting machines for the 2020 presidential primaries. The judge told the state 
to have a new system in place  -- or to have paper ballots ready.

8/19/19 5P/6P 3:00
Cursed at, intimidated, and given no room to ride. Atlanta city councilmembers heard story after story from scooter 
riders who say drivers don't want them to ride in the streets. After at least three scooter-related deaths and countless 
incidents of injury -- residents are putting pressure on the council to take immediate action and make streets safer.

8/26/19 5P/6P 4:00
An attempt to crackdown on drug activity sparks a contentious debate among city council members. The issue is 
legislation--authored by a black member -- to designate drug free zones. But her colleagues-- white and black -- told 
council member Cleta Winslow she unfairly targets black neighborhoods with her plan.  

8/26/19 5P/6P 4:00
They push themselves to their limits... sometimes with tragic results. Today a group of state lawmakers met to 
discuss heat-related injuries in youth athletes and how to prevent them. The meeting of the Johnny Tolbert Study 
Committee on Heat-Related injuries was already scheduled, but comes nearly two weeks after a Clayton County 
teenager collapsed and died during basketball conditioning. The legislators hope to prevent any other families from 
experiencing that loss.  

8/26/19 5P/6P 3:20
U.S. Senator Johnny Isakson announced he will step down from his senate seat at the end of the year. This comes 
after he's worked hard for the people of Georgia for more than 40 years on a local, state and national level.
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8/26/19 5P/6P 4:00
Atlanta city council members jump into the national debate over undocumented immigrants, after a controversial bill 
falls into their laps. The measure calls for the city legal staff to defend undocumented individuals at the federal level.

9/9/19 5P/6P 4:00
More than half of Atlanta’s police vehicles should be out of service. That's according to a new city audit, which says 
those vehicles have passed the life cycle for replacement.

9/12/19 6P 2:25
The Atlanta Public Schools superintendent will fight for her job. The high profile attorney for Doctor Meria 
Carstarphen says she plans to call for the board to formally reconsider their vote to let her go. School board 
members met on Monday and reached a decision not to renew Dr. Carstarphen's contract. 

9/20/19 10P 2:35
One city claims a candidate for mayor has already cost their taxpayers thousands of dollars in legal fees. City 
officials in Stonecrest say -- the dispute started when former Councilwoman Diane Adoma refused to vacate her seat 
after she qualified to run for mayor in August--something a judge ruled violates the state constitution. 

9/23/19 5P/6P 4:20
Georgia's so-called heartbeat law got its first day in court today. A federal judge heard arguments from both sides 
about whether or not it's constitutional. The law -- signed by Governor Brian Kemp --prevents abortions after a 
heartbeat has been detected...usually at around six to eight weeks. 

9/24/19 10P/11P 2:00
Brookhaven police want people to know they can call or text 911 when they have an emergency. Investigators say 
those in the metro Atlanta area can benefit from the service.

9/23-24/19    10p/6p 11:30
A FOX 5 I-Team investigation involves two former insurance commissioners - Jim Beck and John Oxendine. When 
Beck was commissioner, he closed a criminal investigation of an insurance company at the request of his former 
boss, John Oxendine. The criminal case involved allegations that a middle Georgia insurance company was charging 
customers for insurance products they hadn't asked for and didn't know they were paying for. The investigation was 
going on before Beck took office. After three months in office, Beck shut the case down. Shortly after the 
investigation went away, Oxendine made a sizable contribution to Beck's campaign. Following our investigation, the 
new insurance commissioner re-opened the case. 

9/25/19 5P/6P 3:20
There have been dozens of pedestrian, e-scooter, and bicycle accidents in Atlanta this year. But now, the mayor says 
she has a plan to address the problem. Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms tells fox five, it will take two years and five-
million-dollars, but it will make commuting safer for everyone.

CRIME AND VIOLENCE

7/1/19 5P/6P 3:00
New surveillance video of a young murder victim, moments before his death. 15-year-old Branden Gerena was shot 
and killed in Buford overnight. Police say he was reportedly hanging out with a friend off Thompson Mill road 
when he was gunned down.

7/1/19 5P/6P 2:30
Police in Athens shot and killed a man armed with a knife, after officers say he charged at them. This all happened 
on Macon highway in Athens. Police say they received a number of calls about a man with a knife. When they 
arrived, they found the armed man covered in blood.
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7/1/19 5P/6P 3:00
Coweta County deputies say they were forced to open fire on a motorist who aimed his car at a deputy while 
attempting to speed away. The 34-year-old victim is recovering at Atlanta Medical Center.

7/1/19 10P/11P 3:30
An unimaginable horror for two girls. Investigators in Coweta county say the young sisters were inside a car when 
their father took their mother's life.

7/1/19 11P 1:30
Atlanta police want to track down two gunmen accused of robbing a man as he walked in midtown near piedmont 
park. Investigators say in the ambush. The pair stripped the man of his wallet, phone and even his shirt.

7/2/19 5P/6P 3:20
Forsyth county deputies have arrested one man and they're still looking for a second after an attempted break-in at a 
Johns Creek gun range. The burglars didn't know that while they were trying to break in the back door, a deputy was 
sitting at the front door. Police say one of the suspects tried to get away from the scene by calling a ride-share 
service.

7/2/19 5P/6P 3:00
Atlanta police body cam shows an arrest in a crime spree involving a 12-year-old child. Police say it all started when 
the young crooks fired a gunshot into a car ... waking up a Buckhead neighborhood... and setting off a search for a 
crew of thieves. Police say, one of the guns the crew had actually belonged to an APD officer.

7/2/19 5P/6P 3:00
Coweta county deputies say they found what they believe to be stolen electronics during a traffic stop on Interstate 
85. A Walmart stocker allegedly admitted to authorities the dozen Apple TV kits and other new merchandise found 
in the car were hot -- but they were not his. He was arrested.

7/2/19 10P/11P 3:30
A Dunwoody community is on high alert tonight following two high-end heists. Police say thieves ripped off nearly 
20 thousand dollars of pricy valuables.

7/2/19 10P/11P 3:00
Investigators say Mark Manteufell is a serial rapist who attacked several women in California in the 90's. For the 
past several years he's been living right here in Georgia. Manteufell was arrested at his DeKalb county home.

7/3/19 5P/6P 2:40
An Atlanta cab driver says five people beat him up and stole his money and his taxi. The cab is now in the hands of 
those thieves. Now the taxi company is wondering how they'll get that cab back.

7/3/19 5P/6P 2:40
Rome police are searching for a group of thieves who stole several computers from North Heights Elementary last 
week, and they're using social media to help drum up leads. Detectives believe their Facebook post about the crime 
could lead to a break in the case.

7/3/19 5P/6P 2:30
A Fox 5 news alert that anyone one who plans to buy or rent a home needs to hear. The Gainesville police 
department is warning potential homebuyers and renters about scammers who using real listings on Zillow and 
Trulia to con people out of money. 

7/3/19 10P/11P 3:00
A frightening encounter for a woman living in a North Cobb neighborhood. Cobb county police say a man pretended 
to be a cop -- and tried to force his way inside her home.
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7/3/19 10P/11P 3:20
A Forsyth county mother faces criminal charges because of what she's accused of doing to her own son... In order to 
go out and have a good time.

7/4/19 5P/6P 3:20
A police officer interrupts a possible case of shoplifting at a gas station -- and shoots and kills the suspect. That 
officer is also recovering from minor injuries. The shooting happened this morning at a "food mart" on Atlanta street 
in Roswell.

7/4/19 5P/6P 2:40
We are learning new details tonight in the case of the missing woman in Gwinnett county. Her remains were found 
in a suitcase along an interstate in Buford three years ago. But she was just identified last week.

7/4/19 10P/11P 4:00
New details on a double shooting in Rockdale county. Fox Five has learned one person was killed and the victim 
was just 19-years-old.

7/5/19 5P/6P 2:50
Police are searching for the two attackers. Police say the attackers you see in these photos stabbed the jogger twice 
in the leg before taking off with his wallet and phone. It happened Tuesday morning at a popular park in Gwinnett 
County.

7/5/19 5P/6P 3:00
Atlanta police are searching for a man who opened fire on a 15-year-old after he set off fireworks. Police tell Fox 
Five one of the fireworks hit the man and that might be why he pulled out his gun.

7/5/19 10P/11P 3:00
A manhunt for a suspect who is considered armed and dangerous. He's wanted for the murder of a special needs 
man. Investigators say Joshua Anderson deliberately ran down 20-year-old Kevin Marshall with his truck after an 
argument at a friend's house.

7/5/19 10P/11P 2:30
Scary moments for a couple biking in a designated lane.. caught on camera. They were hit by a car... And the 
woman spent two days in intensive care. The couple hopes someone out there will recognize the car or the driver 
and come forward.

7/5/19 10P/11P 3:00
Smashed tombstones. Trampled gravesites. A cemetery in south Fulton has been vandalized over and over again. 
Now the city of south Fulton is determined to catch whoever is doing this.

7/6/19 6P/11P 3:00
Tied up and robbed inside of a carpet store. That's what police say happened to a small business owner in Atlanta. 
Police have now released a sketch of the man they say is responsible.

7/7/19 6P/10P/11P 4:30
A Clayton County automotive business goes up in flames, and arson is suspected. Ice motorsports has been on the 
Southside for more than 10 years. The owner says the fire has devastated his business just one day before a new 
insurance policy was supposed to begin.

7/7/19 11P 1:00
Atlanta police bust a driver accused of losing control of his vehicle and striking a woman. We've learned the person 
accused of injuring the victim is a DeKalb county police officer. Who is now on administrative leave.
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7/8/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 8:00
A tragic loss for the Hall County Sheriff's department and all of metro Atlanta after a deputy is gunned down in the 
line of duty. Deputy Nicolas Dixon was a husband and father. He has been on the force for three years. Today -- his 
life was cut tragically short. Deputy Dixon tried to stop a stolen car last night. But the driver took off and later, 
crashed. The sheriff says everyone inside the car bailed out and started shooting. One was shot and one was quickly 
arrested. But two others were on the run for most of the day. They were captured late this afternoon.

7/8/19 5P/6P 2:00
This Marietta teenager is behind bars tonight after police say he raped a seven-year-old girl. The 17-year-old now 
faces several charges. 

7/8/19 5P/6P 2:40
Two armed robbery suspects are behind bars, after police say they held up a store in a busy shopping center in 
McDonough this morning. Henry County police say an employee and customers were inside the store when the 
gunmen struck.

7/8/19 5P/6P 3:10
Dramatic video tonight-- of a woman fighting off the man who jumped into her car at a gas station. Fed up with 
slider crimes-- this woman refused to be a victim and sent that would-be thief running.

7/8/19 10P/11P 2:00
An Atlanta police officer is off the job... Accused of stealing cash... From a murder victim. Chief Erika Shields 
made the announcement this afternoon.

7/8/19 11P 1:15
Atlanta police saying a road rage incident ends with a man in jail. Officers tell me the man pulled out a gun on a 
driver at a busy Northeast Atlanta intersection.

7/8/19 10P/11P 2:20
To a violent attack in downtown Athens... Which was captured on video. Police say the man hit in the head by a 
stranger... Has no hands. The victim is an artist who paints tributes to the Georgia bulldogs, despite his disability.

7/9/19 5P/6P 2:30
A South DeKalb county woman says she's living in fear. She says a car thief not only stole her SUV, but also robbed 
her of her sense of security. Police have released surveillance video in hopes of solving this crime.

7/9/19 5P/6P 4:00
On the run for nearly a week. Tonight-- the suspect, accused of the hit-and-run that killed a special needs man is in 
police custody. The newton county sheriff says police in upstate New York picked up 27-year-old Joshua Anderson 
this morning.

7/9/19 5P/6P 3:10
It's an unfortunate title-- but it's undeniable...Buckhead is a hot spot for slider crimes. In fact, a police commander 
tells fox five that criminals have struck 52 times at Buckhead service stations... Just in the first half of this year.

7/9/19 10P/11P 2:40
Police are searching for a man they consider armed and dangerous. Investigators tell us he used pepper spray to 
attack someone... Before stealing the victim's car. Now deputies have warrants out for his arrest.

7/10/19 5P/6P 3:00
An Atlanta police officer, who took the oath to protect and serve, left disgraced tonight -- as he pleads guilty to 
kicking an unarmed teen in the head during an arrest. Even worse, the assault was captured on dash cam video -- and 
prosecutors say the officer lied about what happened. Today -- fired, former officer Matthew Johns pleaded guilty to 
several counts of aggravated assault, false statements and writings, and two counts of violating his oath of office.
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7/10/19 5P/6P 2:10
Two little Clayton County girls cry out to a neighbor after their mother is shot inside the family home. Police say the 
woman's husband was the one who shot her -- but before they could take him into custody... he took his own life.

7/10/19 5P/6P 2:40
Fox 5 News has learned of a second arrest of a DeKalb county police officer. We first told you about the DUI drug 
arrest of detective Justin Hamilton Sunday in Atlanta. Today, we learned Sergeant Tim Pasky was arrested for 
allegedly driving under the influence of alcohol hours later in Dunwoody.

7/10/19 5P/6P 2:50
A Douglas County couple is under arrest after having a large shipping crate delivered to their house. It’s what was 
inside that has them in trouble. Nearly 80 pounds of pot.

7/10/19 10P/11P 3:30
Henry county police say a killer took out a father ... Kidnapped a woman ... And then led officers on a chase. And 
that was all before a standoff with authorities which lasted several hours. The victim's heartbroken family now has 
to tell a little girl that her father is gone.

7/10-11 and 8/8-9/19 10p/6p 11:36/13:30
The FOX 5 I-Team cracks open a 46-year-old rape case. The man convicted of the rape was later released and given 
a rare pardon “for reasons of innocence,” but the District Attorney who prosecuted the case refused to set aside the 
conviction. Now a growing number of people, including a retired investigator assigned to the original case, wants 
the conviction thrown out and the case re-opened. Following our story, the new District Attorney agreed to re-
examine the case. 

7/11/19 5P/6P 3:00
Tonight a DeKalb county man who killed an intruder in his home, will not be charged with a crime. Police say the 
Northlake trail homeowner fired in self-defense after his next door neighbor stormed into his home using a machete.

7/11/19 5P/6P 3:00
A group fires more than 60 shots at a southwest Atlanta home in a drive-by shooting -- and what's worse, small 
children were inside, as the bullets pierced the windows and walls.

7/11/19 11P 2:05
Fear about crime now means a police-escort when it comes to mail delivery at one apartment complex. The Mayor 
of Athens says earlier in the year he did learn of some crime, including shooting being reported, but thinks it's wrong 
to suggest crime is rampant.

7/12/19 5P/6P 3:00
A fight outside a Buckhead nightclub erupts in gunfire. Medics rushed the victim to the hospital, where he was 
pronounced dead. So what happened? Investigators say witnesses clammed up when asked questions, so police are 
having a hard time figuring it out.

7/12/19 5P/6P 4:00
Eight people have been arrested in connection to what investigators are calling "a phony refund scheme" at a cobb 
county business. What's worse -- two of the eight are actually employees at the business.

7/12/19 5P/6P 3:00
A huge victory for the Atlanta police department and other law enforcement agencies who recovered guns, drugs 
and a whole lot of cash from an Atlanta apartment. Investigators say two people are now behind bars.

7/13/19 11P 1:30
Police say someone found a man dead. In a house in southwest Atlanta. That man had been shot several times. 
Police believe the victim might have been killed several days ago.
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7/14/19 10P/11P 3:00
Police say a bold burglar targeted eight businesses in a matter of days smashing in and snatching cash registers. The 
acts caught on camera. Now small business owners are on edge. Tonight police say they caught the culprit -- and are 
going after the rest of his accomplices.

7/14/19 6P/10P/11P 4:30
A thief is behind the wheel of a 370-thousand dollar Ferrari -- stolen from a parking garage in Buckhead. But it's 
what's inside of the car that has the owner most concerned. He's worried his loaded hand gun has fallen into the 
wrong hands.

7/15/19 5P/6P 3:00
Investigators say a teenager tried to set up and rob a man she met on social media. But she's the one in the hospital 
after police say the victim pulled out a gun and shot her in the head. The shooting happened last night at the chase 
ridge apartments off highway 85 in Clayton County.

7/15/19 5P/6P 3:00
DeKalb county police say a cab driver was killed overnight by a man who remains on the run. Police found the 
victim behind the wheel of his taxi on Henderson Mill road. 

7/15/19 5P/6P 2:00
Police have just released new photos of the men they believe are behind an ambush-style assault that left a man 
riddled with bullet holes. Two men surprised the victim as he walked out of a fast food restaurant near downtown 
Atlanta last night.

7/15/19 5P/6P 3:00
Siri to the rescue after a robbery victim couldn't reach her phone to call for help. Police say this armed man -- and 
two others -- robbed a Peachtree City Walgreens Sunday night just before closing. They even tied up the employees 
with zip ties. But a quick thinking clerk asked Siri to make the call for help that she couldn't.

7/15/19 5P/6P 3:00
A softball team wants answers after someone threw a rock into a pool where the girls were cooling off hitting one of 
them in the head. That player will likely need surgery to fix the gash in her head.

7/15/19 10P/11P 3:00
A life-or-death delivery. A fed-ex driver, agrees to use his box truck as a make-shift ambulance. The driver was 
making his rounds near the Edgewood court apartments... When three gunshot victims hopped in and told him to hit 
the gas. Investigators tell us a total of four people were shot at that scene.

7/15/19 10P/11P 3:20
Who would steal a church van and why? That's what members of heritage Baptist church in henry county are trying 
to figure out tonight. It's the latest in a long list of vehicle and trailer theft's we've been telling you about in Henry 
county.

7/16/19 5P/6P 3:20
An active investigation by the GBI after a domestic violence call in newton county ends with two people dead. 
Porterdale police responded to reports of shots fired at a home on Magan court Monday night. Officers called in the 
Newton county swat team after discovering blood in the driveway. One swat team member opened fire on a man he 
found hiding in an upstairs closet. Police later discovered a woman's body in the garage.

7/16/19 6P 1:35
Lawrenceville police say they're on the lookout for a woman accused of sucker punching a 71-year-old Walmart 
customer. Officers say the woman is caught on camera leaving the store with a toddler -- just minutes after the 
attack.
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7/16/19 10P/11P 3:00
A beautiful young college student is hospitalized after police say she was plowed down and left for dead. Tonight 
police are searching for the driver who hit her... Then left the scene. It happened Sunday on Peachtree street.

7/16/19 11P 1:45
Fairburn police say a man dodged bullets from a trio of violent robbers after a large amount of cash. Officers tell us 
the men followed the victim from a local gas station when they spotted him carrying the money.

7/17/19 5P/6P 3:20
A man is found murdered in his car, at a busy DeKalb gas station. His wife made the grisly discovery. It happened at 
a BP gas station on Panola road in Lithonia this morning. Employees at area businesses spotted the man in the car 
and thought he was sleeping.

7/17/19 5P/6P 2:40
It almost worked as planned -- officers say they interrupted a group of thieves breaking into cars at an Atlanta 
parking garage overnight. But in their hurry to get away from police, investigators say the crooks dropped a lot of 
what they had stolen.

7/18/19 5P/6P 3:00
A gruesome discovery in the city of south Fulton today. Firefighters were called to the scene of a burning car, but 
quickly discovered a body inside. Now detectives are investigating a homicide. She joins us live with the latest from 
the scene on pleasant hill road near old national highway.

7/18/19 5P/6P 3:20
A suspected burglar breaks into a Buckhead home, but is stopped in his tracks by Atlanta police. But instead of 
stopping like he was told. Investigators say the man jumped off a deck, and was impaled by the leg of a garden table.

7/18/19 5P/6P 4:10
It sounds like something out of a movie comedy... two men behind bars accused of a crime that was bungled from 
the beginning.

7/18/19 10P/11P 4:20
Hit by a car or brutally beaten? Questions surround a teenager's murder tonight -- after he was found severely 
injured outside his grandparent's home. Oconee county authorities say, by the time the 19-year-old reached the 
hospital, it was too late.

7/18/19 10P/11P 4:00
Tonight Morehouse college confirms an investigation into sexual misconduct allegations is growing, the school tells 
us some students say they've had unwanted advances from staff members.

7/18/19 10P/11P 3:00
It's a case with hundreds of victims and there's a chance you could be one of them. Sandy Springs police were 
looking into a report of a porch pirate. Officers say it turns out. The man they were looking for was involved in a 
whole lot more. 

7/19/19 5P/6P 2:30
Clayton county police are searching for the gunman who shot and killed a 19-year-old last night. The violence has 
shaken the neighborhood where residents say things have deteriorated over the years.

7/20/19 10P/11P 3:10
Atlanta police release video that will give you chills. An intruder -- caught on camera lurking inside a home in 
Chastain park. The good news is -- this guy was caught and cuffed by quick acting Atlanta police. But, this isn't his 
first brush with police. Neighbors say this kind of crime is happening too often.
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7/21/19 6P/10P/11P 4:30
A play-date ends in gunfire in henry county. This 12-year-old girl shot in the neck when someone opened fire. 
Tonight, that girl's parents are speaking out for the first time. Those parents want to know who shot their little girl.

7/21/19 6P/10P/11P 2:00
A pregnant teenager-- strangled. The body of Markisha Brown-- dumped in a trash can. The case sent shock waves 
through the metro 24 years ago. Tonight crime stoppers announces a reward of ten thousand dollars... To finally put 
her killer behind bars.

7/21/19 10P/11P 3:00
Thieves are targeting a DeKalb county neighborhood, stealing doorbell cameras. But not before the cameras get a 
clear view of the crime in progress.

7/22/19 5P/6P 3:00
A man trying to break up a road rage incident... Ends up shot in the head. DeKalb county police say the man who 
was shot wasn't involved in the road rage -- he was just trying to help. Now police have arrested one man -- and 
they're still looking for the other people who were involved in the incident at Rockbridge road and South Indian 
Creek drive.

7/23/19                               5P/6P                                             4:15
An Atlanta couple say they're still reliving the moments they made the shocking discovery of 6-year-old boy shot 
inside a car. Atlanta police tell us the boy's father shot his son before turning the gun on himself near Perkerson Park 
yesterday. 

7/23/19                                             5P/6P/10P                                        5:30
What started as a shoplifting call at a Clayton County Home Depot -- ended with shots fired by Riverdale police. 
This unfolded at the store on Lamar Hutcheson Parkway and Highway 85. GBI agents say police opened fire and 
shot a suspected thief after an altercation in the parking lot.

7/23/19                                              5P/6P/10P 6:05
Family members say Ariel Callaway was walking home when shots rang out at the Clarke Gardens apartment 
complex in Athens last night. Medics rushed her to an area hospital -- but she and her unborn baby died. F

7/23/19 10P/11P                                            4:30
A Gwinnett County family is demanding answers in the murder of their loved one. They want to know who stabbed 
61-year-old Ray Neal to death and how an employee of the medical examiner's office misinterpreted the cause of 
death.

7/23/19 10P 2:30
The search for a gunman who shot two teenagers at a neighborhood pool. It happened at the Sweetwater subdivision 
off Thornton Road in Douglasville.  The shooting victims are being treated at an area hospital. 

7/24-25/19      10p/6p 8:30
A Covington man heard the barks of abandoned dogs at his neighbor's house and, like many of us would, he decided 
to feed them. But Quincy Reid's simple good deed landed him in jail, charged with multiple counts of felony animal 
cruelty. The dogs’ owner, who was in jail himself on drug charges, called Quincy and told him he could stop feeding 
the dogs, that someone else would take care of them. Quincy stopped, but no one else stepped-in. Weeks later, 
animal control found a terrible situation; two dogs were dead, another two were malnourished and somehow the 
blame fell on Quincy. After the FOX 5 I-Team explained the situation, the Newton County D-A's office dismissed 
all charges. Quincy Reid was able to go home to his family and his own dogs, but with a sobering view of helping 
others.

7/24/19                                            5P/6P 4:00
A suspected car thief is hospitalized following a violent crash. His passenger was killed when their vehicle collided 
with an oncoming car in Cobb County last night. The teens were reportedly fleeing police when they crashed. Police 
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say the teen who was driving the stolen Nissan is just 16-years old. It's believed, the passenger in the car who died in 
the wreck is his brother.

7/24/19 5P/6P 5:00
Only Fox 5 has video of a group of teenagers who police say beat up a taxi driver then, stole his money and his taxi. 
The two cameras inside the car caught the teens attacking the driver after he told them he couldn't take all of them 
on a ride. Then they took off in his cab. 

7/24/19 10P/11P                                            3:10
A UPS driver, who was simply trying to do his job, becomes the target of gunfire. Police say the driver was shot 
several times while delivering a package in the city of South Fulton. This happened late this afternoon off Umatilla 
Lane. Authorities say the gunman remains on the run tonight and investigators still aren’t sure of a motive. 

7/24/19 11P 1:05
A woman vacationing in Atlanta ends up carjacked at gunpoint. The victim tells me the crime happened after some 
sight-seeing. And she was so shaken up she had trouble breathing when police arrived.

7/25/19 5P/6P 3:40
Police are looking for four people accused of spreading bogus money around metro Atlanta. Police in Villa Rica say 
two restaurants and a Starbucks were ripped off the when the suspects used fake 20 dollar bills to make purchases. 
Fox 5's Doug Evans shows us the easy tip offs that the money was no good.

7/25/19 5P 2:25
A Fox 5 news alert as DeKalb County police release new evidence in their efforts to find the person who killed a 
taxi cab driver nearly two weeks ago. Officers say Znon Jiminez Perez was fatally shot after he picked up a 
customer at a Marta train station. Today, police released these photos of a person of interest in the deadly shooting. 

7/25/19 5P/6P                                               4:20
Police bust an unlicensed dental office, now two women face charges. And, investigators want anyone who might 
have been treated at this facility to come forward.

7/25/19 10P/11p 5:10
A life-or-death situation... All over a cell phone. Surveillance video shows a woman speeding away after a thief tried 
to shoot her. Police say the outcome could have been fatal-- fortunately, the McDonough woman escaped with her 
life. Investigators say the gunman was only after her phone... and he wasn't afraid to use deadly force. Perhaps more 
disturbing -- the shooter's calm demeanor as he returned to pick up the shell casings.

7/25/19 11P 2:30
In Cherokee County, crooks steal a car and drive it more than 10 miles to several subdivisions where they commit 
even more crimes. Sheriff's investigators say the thieves took what they could from more than a dozen vehicles. 
Specifically, they were looking for guns and investigators say the thieves found what they were looking for. 

7/26/19 6P 2:00
Investigators say a teen suspect is behind dozens of car break-ins in Butts County...and in every case the cars were 
left unlocked. Early this morning, Griffin police arrested the teen suspect on charges out of their city. But law 
enforcement agents say they worry about what people are leaving unsecured in their own driveways.  

7/26/19 6P/10P 3:55
A thief takes advantage of the busy-ness of Hartsfield-Jackson's baggage claim -- swiping half a dozen bags that 
don't belong to her. That's according to police, who say -- it wasn't until an airline customer saw his bag being 
stolen, that police caught the suspect.

7/26/19 6P/10P 4:00
A house hit twice by burglars in a matter of weeks. And tonight a Marine Corps veteran is frustrated because his 
weapons were taken during both break-ins. He's worried the guns will be used to commit other crimes.
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7/26/19 6P 2:05
We just got the booking photo of the former Gwinnett County police officer arrested this afternoon. This is Justin 
Bouchillon. He was taken into custody after a large response from multiple police and sheriff's agencies to a 
subdivision on Flat Run Drive near Bethlehem. This all started with officers attempting to serve a warrant for 
Bouchillon earlier today.

7/26/19 10P 2:30
We've just learned that the victim of a shooting in the city of South Fulton has died. The 23-year-old woman was 
shot in the neck, inside a house off Creel Road.

7/26/19   7:30a/9:30a/12p/5p                18:40
The latest scam targeting vulnerable people, like the elderly or the poor, is the genetic testing scam. Crooks convince 
people to submit to a DNA test so they can fraudulently bill Medicare or Medicaid. The FOX 5 I-Team talked to 
people in Metro-Atlanta who fell victim to some very convincing door-to-door salesmen.

7/27/19 10P/11P 4:10
It's happened again--another massive cyberattack has shut down crucial computer systems in Atlanta and around the 
state. This time, hackers took aim at the Georgia State Patrol and 2 other law enforcement agencies. 

7/27/19 10P/11P 4:20
A shootout in the Five Points area of Atlanta tonight led to a chaotic scene, a gunman on the run, and two people 
shot and injured. Police say that the people shot are an innocent bystander and one of the shooters involved in the 
gunfight.  

7/29/19 5P/6P/10P 6:35
A Fox 5 News alert tonight -- a robbing crew repeatedly attacks innocent people near one of Atlanta's most popular 
summer destinations -- Piedmont Park. Atlanta police say robbers attacked and stabbed two men just outside of 
Piedmont Park. One attack happened over the weekend. The other happened 10 days ago.

7/29/19 5P/6P 4:35
Two children gunned down while playing in a bouncy house, one young victim left paralyzed. The children, 
wounded when gunfire erupted during a children's birthday party at a home in south Fulton two years ago. Today, a 
judge sentenced the three men charged in the case to prison after they pled guilty to charges.

7/29/19 5P/6P 3:50
Thieves target a Fayette County convenience store in a late night burglary. Among the items stolen were the usual 
cash and something new, CBD products or cannabis oil.

7/29/19 10P/11P 4:25
A chilling discovery inside a family's south Fulton home. Someone shot and killed a father. Even more 
heartbreaking-- the victim's young son watched him die. The family of 21-year-old Demarcus Dragg says they won't 
feel safe until his killer is caught. 
 
7/29/19 10P/11P 4:25
A woman is sexually assaulted inside her Clayton County apartment. Now police are working to find the man who 
attacked her. It happened at the Park at Tara apartments on Tara Road. It's is the same general area where police 
were looking for a serial rapist. 

7/29/19 11P 1:00
A deadly shooting playing out at a fire station. This terrifying ordeal taking place at Dawson County emergency 
services station number seven, in front of firefighters. 
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7/30/19 5P/6P 4:10
A strange crime out of Fayetteville where police are looking for a woman who stole thousands of dollars worth of 
crystal beads from a Hobby Lobby store. We are told the beads are especially popular for brides for decorating 
everything from wedding shoes to wedding dresses.  

7/30/19 5P/6P/10P 6:15
We have new developments tonight in a child sex sting that netted nine arrests over the weekend.
Fox 5 has learned that one of the men busted for trying to lure a child has been a youth sports umpire in Gwinnett 
County for more than a decade.

7/30/19 5P/6P 4:05
Hall County deputies have arrested two brothers on charges they pulled a gun on a 15-year-old girl and threatened 
her with it from their pick-up truck. The robbery and assault happened on Wheeler Road in the city of Lula.

7/30/19 5P/6P/10P 7:40
A tragic story tonight – Dawson County deputies say a husband killed his wife on the doorstep of the fire station that 
she'd run to for help -- and it all happened in front of the couple's two young children. 

7/30/19 10P/11P 4:20
A husky, abandoned and left alone on a porch for close to two weeks with no food or water. 
This is body cam video of the day Gwinnett County sheriff's deputies rescued her. And this is the dog today--still 
happy, but much healthier. Now deputies want to track down the owners and charge them with animal cruelty.

7/30/19                                            10P/11P                                              4:30
Tonight police want to catch a creep trying to extort teenage girls. Alpharetta police tell us the man is using snapchat 
to collect nude photos of underage girls. In addition to the sextortion ... officers say a girl and her family are 
receiving threats of violence.

7/30/19 10P/11P 4:40
Police are forced to take action-- when a pursuit puts them in the middle of a school zone.  Dash cam video shows a 
driver get tossed from a truck... right in front of a middle school football practice. Investigators say it was a split 
second decision to use a pit maneuver to keep the children safe. The wild scene played out on the grounds of Youth 
Middle School in Walton County last night.

7/31/19 5P 2:05
Seventy citations in just over eight hours... today the Clayton County police department wrapped up a two-day 
distracting driving detail where they ticketed drivers for using their cell phones behind the wheel.  
Georgia has been a hands-free state for more than a year now. But Clayton County officers say people still haven't 
learned to put the phone down when they drive.  

7/31/19                                               5P/6P                  4:25
Someone gunned down a young father at a gas station last night. It happened at the Citgo station on Moreland 
Avenue. Tonight – the victim’s family is begging for answers as officers try to find the shooter.

7/31/19 6P/10P/11P 5:45
Tonight deputies believe they are on the trail of a killer. A manhunt causing a warning to go out across the 
University of Georgia campus. Police tell us they shut down the state botanical gardens after they found a big clue.

7/31/19 10P/11P 4:25
A manhunt for two prison escapees. The fugitives have a violent past and connections to a dangerous, white 
supremacist gang. The two men escaped from work detail in Upson County today. Based on their past convictions-- 
they're no strangers to guns…and their records show they aren't afraid to use force against police.  
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7/31/19                                               11P 2:05
A lawsuit has been filed in Fulton County against an assisted living facility and its owner. The lawsuit claims an 
assistant nurse burned an elderly patient with a cigarette.

8/1/19 5P/6P/10P 6:50
A Cartersville woman is facing some serious charges, after police say she provided alcohol and other contraband to 
prison inmates out on a work detail. The inmates were at a work detail at an elementary school after hours. Officers 
tell Fox Five, one of those inmates is her boyfriend.

8/1/19 5P/6P 5:00
People charged with violent offenses are being released by Fulton County judges just by signing their names, in 
many cases. It's called a signature bond. The practice frustrates police and citizens alike, who say their communities 
are at risk if criminals know they can spend a brief time locked up but then go back out and commit more crimes.

8/1/19                                                5P/6P 4:35
A Dunwoody police officer is recovering tonight after a scary chase down I-285. According to investigators, a driver 
dragged the officer onto the perimeter during a traffic stop. And, they say that driver tried to knock the officer off his 
car.

8/1/19 5P/6P/10P 6:45
Terror and chaos overnight. Police say a man broke into a house and assaulted several people. Investigators say the 
suspect killed a man who was dating his ex. The victim and the suspect are half-brothers.

8/1/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 8:40
Armed, dangerous, and on the run -- tonight – Otis Walker is one of the most wanted men in Georgia. Police say he 
killed his girlfriend at a house on Hodgdon Corners cove in DeKalb County. Then ambushed and shot officer Derek 
Nunn when he arrived on the scene. Nunn is in the hospital recovering after emergency surgery. 

8/1/19 10P 1:50
A Henry County couple has been convicted of killing their 2-year-old foster child. A judge sentenced Jennifer and 
Joseph Rosenbaum this afternoon in the murder of Laila Daniel. Jennifer Rosenbaum is sentenced to life in prison 
plus forty years. Her husband--Joseph--30 years to serve followed by 20 on probation.

8/2/19 6P/10P/11P 5:10
South Fulton police say they know who shot a UPS driver while he was delivering packages on the job.
They have arrested a man after just eight days of investigating. 

8/2/19 11P 2:05
We've got video tonight of a big meth bust in Coweta County on Interstate 85. Deputies discovered eight pounds of 
meth valued at more than 40 -thousand dollars. Two people are in custody.  Deputies believe the two people under 
arrest were smoking pot and meth while driving down the freeway.

8/3/19 6P/10P/11P 4:20
Henry county police are looking for a brazen group of thieves...Who broke into multiple cars - while one person 
stood lookout with a gun. Surveillance video shows the suspects in a police officer's yard.

8/3/19 10P/11P 3:00
The GBI is investigating a deadly officer-involved shooting that happened outside of a Kroger in Loganville. That's 
where we begin tonight. Braselton authorities say they were trying to arrest the suspect for an attempted kidnapping 
when the shooting happened.

8/4/19 10P/11P 3:00
Police say the injured man in this mugshot-- and two other men-- stole and crashed a car. They jumped out after the 
owner started shooting. The other guys got away. The suspect in custody is charged with "theft by taking". This 
guy.. took a tough hit.
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8/5/19 5P/6P 2:20
The search is on for a kidnapper accused of stealing a car with a three-year-old child in the backseat. A kidnapping 
in the city of south Fulton on the same day school got underway for so many in metro Atlanta. Police say a man 
stole a car from a driveway with the child inside. We're glad to report the child is safe tonight.

8/5/19 6P/10P 4:20
Deputies in Coweta County will consider filing charges against a motorist they say interfered in a police chase. 
Detectives say the passenger captured the entire ordeal on their cell phone.

8/5/19 10P/11P 2:50
A cyber-attack forces hundreds of law enforcement computers offline, impacting officers across the state. The 
Georgia state patrol has become the latest victim of a ransomware attack... And while troopers remain on the job -- 
getting the job done now comes with several more obstacles.

8/6/19 5P/6P 3:00
A grandmother terrorized -- As someone fires bullets right into her apartment. The 61-year-old says one of the 
bullets almost hit her in the head as she watched television last night in her bedroom. Atlanta police say the shooting 
happened on continental colony parkway in southwest Atlanta behind Greenbriar mall.

8/6/19 5P/6P 3:40
A Peachtree city man is under arrest for allegedly firing a gun in two different neighborhoods. And now police are 
investigating whether one of the shots killed a man whose body was discovered days later.

8/6/19 5P/6P 3:30
Seven Georgia children are safe after a massive, national sex trafficking crackdown. According to the FBI, 
"Operation Independence Day" was a combined effort with more than 160 individual operations including 
crackdowns right here in metro Atlanta.

8/6/19 5P/6P 3:10
Police are on the hunt for two armed robbers targeting victims who were selling merchandise online. Detectives say 
the suspects struck in Duluth, Norcross and Snellville in recent days, making off with cellphones and a gaming 
system.

8/7/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 11:20
Thieves swiping mail is not a new concept. But now, Peachtree City police say crooks are getting even more bold 
and stealing mail right from the post office's mailbox. Officers are now warning residents to walk their letters into to 
the post office, instead of using the mailbox.

8/7/19 5P/6P 4:55
Big developments in the search for two armed robbers accused of targeting people who were selling items online. 
Less than 12 hours after releasing these surveillance photos of the thieves who they were looking for, police 
announced they'd made arrests in the case. Both suspected robbers are behind bars tonight.

8/7/19                                            5P/6P/10P 5:55
Troup county investigators want to track down a group of thieves who rammed a pickup truck into a gun store and 
left a huge hole in the side. The smash and grab happened just after five o'clock this morning. 

8/7/19 5P/6P/10P 7:10
A Fox 5 exclusive... Butts County investigators arrest ten people and confiscate thousands of dollars in drugs after a 
raid early this morning in the city of Jackson. "Operation Crackdown" targeted a crack cocaine ring.  

8/7/19 5P/6P 3:55
Police say a gunman shot a man and two women, then, shot and killed himself. Police found the victims outside a 
home on royal court in DeKalb County.
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8/7/19 6P/11P 4:55
His "Deportation" campaign bus turned heads across Georgia when he ran for governor last year. But now, former 
state senator Michael Williams is the one doing an about face. The disgraced Forsyth County politician took to 
Facebook to apologize for his insurance fraud charges and explained why he took a plea deal. Fox Five's Portia 
Bruner joins us now with more on what Williams said to his supporters about what he did and why he insists he did 
"not" break the law.  

8/7/19                                              10P/11P 4:30
A community is left devastated by the loss of a man who's described as a giving father who was fulfilling his own 
American dream. The Fulton County medical examiner says the successful businessman was murdered just one 
week ago.

8/7/19 11P 1:50
Faith leaders meeting here in Atlanta call for a ban on assault rifles. They say the gun violence and hate must stop. 
The Reverend Jesse Jackson is among those calling for that ban.

8/8/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 9:10
A sexual assault victim speaks publicly for the first time about the violent rape she survived in her Clayton County 
apartment. Just last week police released a sketch of the man they believe is responsible. The attack ended when the 
victim's sister intervened and ran for help.

8/8/19 5P/6P 3:05
Clayton County police are asking for help tonight finding two people wanted for a robbery attempt that ended in 
gunfire. It happened on Thomas Road off Flint River Road this afternoon. Officers tell us the two armed men tried 
to rob a man. Police found the victim in a driveway with gunshot wounds. Medics rushed him to an area hospital 
in critical condition. 

8/8/19 10P/11P 4:35
A travel nightmare for several families that were expecting the trip of a lifetime--police say their travel agent never 
booked their trips and took off with thousands of dollars.

8/8/19 10P/11P 4:30
Just in tonight-- new video in the search for a violent attacker. A woman was tied up, beaten, and robbed at 
knifepoint. The home invasion happened in East Point...and police say the attacker, in this case, is a woman. The 
crime left even police officers shocked.

8/8/19 11P 2:05
The search is on for a group of burglars who seem to be targeting the Lilburn area. Investigators say the crooks left 
some evidence behind.

8/9/19                                               5P/6P 4:30
It's video we've shown you before -- hundreds of ATV riders, swarming the streets of Atlanta ... dangerously and 
illegally traveling through the city. But now, Atlanta police say they've made a "significant arrest" in the case, and 
taken a man named Edward Miller into custody. Investigators say Miller is an organizer of these illegal rides and his 
arrest prevented a planned ride.

8/9/19 5P/6P 4:30
A group of teenage suspects is in custody tonight, after, Forsyth County authorities say, they were involved in a 
number of overnight car break-ins. What's most shocking, according to deputies, is the fact that the youngest suspect 
is just 13-years-old.

8/9/19 5P/6P 3:55
Heartbreak sets in for the brother of a man shot and killed at a gas station. Someone shot and killed the 22-year-old 
early Wednesday morning at the Texaco in East Point.
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8/9/19 5P/6P/11P 6:10
The manhunt stretched for more than a week -- but tonight, Otis Walker, Junior, is in jail.
Late last night, deputies with the DeKalb County Sheriff's Fugitive Task Force arrested the man accused of killing 
his girlfriend and wounding an officer.  

8/9/19 6P/11P 5:30
Newnan police say they may file charges against two adults behind a Facebook hoax that sent officers scrambling to 
the local Walmart looking for an active shooter. Fox 5 has dash cam video tonight of that response. The police chief 
tells our Doug Evans that given recent events his officers responded with tremendous force and speed. 

8/10/19 6P/10P/11P 7:00
Decatur police are searching for a member of an armed robbery crew who held a man at gunpoint as he was walking 
home from work on Oakview Road. Police say the 18 year old pointed a gun at the victim -- and took everything he 
had on him.

8/11/19 6P/10P/11P 6:45
More than 100 teens and young adults are facing a court date, after cops bust a massive unauthorized party. It was 
held last night at a vacant mansion that's up for sale in Henry County…a mansion that was left trashed with beer 
cans, broken windows, and splintered doors. 

8/11/19 6P/10P/11P 7:55
A family is searching for answers tonight after a driver ran over their daughter and left her in the road.
Surveillance video captured the horrifying moment the car hit the 22-year-old who was walking inside a crosswalk. 
The young woman is recovering at Atlanta Medical Center tonight. 

8/12/19                                            5P/6P 4:55
A bizarre attack just feet from the popular Marietta Square. That is where, police tell us, a stranger attacked a 
woman with a wooden plank full of nails. Fortunately, two bystanders got involved and helped not only the victim, 
but police.

8/13/19                                             5P/6P 4:00
Police have now arrested the boyfriend accused of killing a northwest Atlanta mother of two. This afternoon, 
officers returned to the scene on Hollywood Road where someone stabbed the 34-year-old to death. 

8/13/19 5P/6P/10P 6:00
Frightening moments for students and staff at one DeKalb County school after a teenager reportedly brought a gun 
to school. Stephenson High was placed on lockdown this morning, and police swarmed the campus, searching for 
the male juvenile who was located and taken into custody.

8/13/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 7:10
A baggage handler at Hartsfield-Jackson airport has been arrested in Senoia -- accused of assaulting a teenage girl. 
This happened at a neighborhood fitness center. During the incident, police say the victim was able to take video 
which helped officers identify Cedric Davis as her attacker.

8/13/19 10P/11P 4:20
The search for a delivery man-- doubling as a booze bandit. Police say he works for a trusted vendor--
and that's why one Atlanta store owner thought nothing of it when he saw the man with cases of beer.

8/14/19 6P 2:15
We have new developments out of Carroll County tonight in the theft of a pickup truck involved in a serious crash 
while running from deputies. Investigators have arrested a 19-year-old who they say stole the pick-up in connection 
with a rash of car break-ins plaguing metro Atlanta counties.
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8/14/19 6P/10P/11P 7:00
Family members have searched 19-year-old Tea Choates since last week. But last night the family's worst fears 
came true when DeKalb County police found the teen's body in a wooded area. Tonight, police have arrested the 
victim’s 18-year-old fiancée.  

8/14/19 10P 2:25
A bizarre find at the bottom of a lake. A sports car that investigators say had been reported stolen 30 years ago was 
found in the lake which is located inside a Cobb County subdivision.

8/14/19 10P/11P 4:35
A spat off the baseball field has both sides crying foul tonight. According to the Temple police department, several 
people say a homeowner next to a baseball field deliberately rammed his truck into an illegally parked car outside 
his house. But that homeowner is arguing the call, and says that isn't how it happened.

8/15/19 5P 2:35
A Newton County family is dealing with a proundly heartbreaking loss. Someone stole thousands of dollars worth of 
items from their home -- including this motorcycle -- while they slept upstairs. To make matters worse. The family 
says that crime led to a devastating turn of events for a loved one the same day.

8/15/19 5P/6P 4:55
A man and his brother arrested -- accused of firebombing the home of an Atlanta police officer…all because they 
didn't want her living too close to the place where they sold drugs. 

8/15/19 10P 2:35
Police are warning about a Facebook scam, that they say is designed to tug at your heart strings. Authorities say a 
group is posing as breeders of golden doodles -- which are a mix of a golden retriever and a poodle. We're told at 
least one Athens family has fallen victim to the hoax. That family ultimately adopted a rescue dog from the Athens 
Humane Society.

8/15/19                                              10P 1:30
A homeowner wakes up to the sound of glass breaking...then ends up in a fight for his life. Fortunately for him-- he 
was prepared for that fight-- and shot and killed the burglar. But just hours after the shooting--police seized the 
homeowner's cars and other property. 

8/15/19                                             10P 2:30
A known juvenile gang member who police say has committed crimes across the city was arrested...then released in 
no time. Police say it's frustrating to see this teen and other criminals back on the streets. And they expressed their 
frustration through social media. And, they say, it’s nothing new.

8/15/19 11P 1:50
We begin with the search for a driver who could have killed a man who had simply stopped to do a good deed. 
Darrell Simpson's legs were crushed after he was hit by a car. Tonight, police want to catch that driver.

8/16/19 5P 2:25
Customers run for cover, after a man walks into a southwest Atlanta grocery store, armed with an AR-15 rifle. 
Surveillance cameras capture the terrifying ordeal. Atlanta police now have that video, and want to find the gunman.

8/17/19                                            6P/10P 2:20
For 2 weeks in a row, armed robbers have targeted a popular Candler Park restaurant. The latest robbery happened 
late last night. No one was injured, but employees are ready to see the suspects get caught!

8/17/19 11P 1:35
Two children are shot following a high school football game at Lakewood Stadium. We have just learned that one of 
the teens is in critical condition. The youngest victim is 12 years old. 
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8/19/19 5P/6P 4:10
Dramatic video showing the moment a man opens fire outside a Coweta County bar-- hitting a man four times. 
Deputies say the man who took those bullets.. may have stopped a mass shooting at fat boys bar and grill on 
highway 16. The man who confronted the shooter was an off-duty bar employee.

8/19/19 5P/6P 3:00
Some Union City firefighters are being targeted by thieves. Crooks are breaking into firefighters' cars while they're 
out on call. It's happened at least three times this month at fire station #3 on Oakley Industrial Boulevard.

8/19/19 6P 2:25
Two men are in jail tonight after a high speed chase up interstate 75. According to the Butts County Sheriff's Office, 
a deputy tried to pull them over for speeding Sunday morning... And they took off. It wasn't until after the chase 
ended that deputies discovered just who they had in custody.

8/19/19 10P/11P 3:00
A teacher carjacked... In front of an elementary school. The masked gunman caught her just moments before 
children arrived this morning.

8/19/19 10P/11P 3:30
We have new video tonight of a police chase involving bank robbers in griffin. We're told the driver reached speeds 
near 140 miles per hour in the pursuit crossing county lines. Police arrested two suspects... But tonight, they're 
searching for two others.

8/20/19 5P/6P 3:00
Right now there is an active manhunt for a Georgia inmate who escaped custody and now wanted for shooting and 
killing a man in Florida. According to the Georgia department of corrections, Stephen Michael smith never returned 
from a work detail in Clayton County last Thursday.

8/20/19 5P/6P 3:00
A Douglasville grandfather... Held up on his way to church. The 74 year old had just pulled up to the regions atm in 
downtown Douglasville when a masked gunman ambushed him. Louis Entrekin has two young grandsons and both 
were in the backseat of his car when the robber struck.
 
8/20/19 10P/11P 3:00
With disturbing accusations against a man who, up until recently, taught at a middle school in DeKalb County. 
Police say "Devin LeCorry Johnson" lured a teen into a mall bathroom, and then molested the boy. The 28-year-old 
is now behind bars, and out of a job.

8/21/19 5P/6P 3:00
Atlanta police are also searching for two men wanted in a possible home invasion that was violent and deadly. 
Officers say the crooks ambushed their victims at "the Vesta Adams Park apartments" on Delowe drive this morning 
... killed one woman ... and left two others injured.

8/21/19 10P/11P 3:30
Gainesville police are looking for a man accused of giving officers the slip and leaving behind a lot of drugs. 
Officers say they pulled Khalil Washington over for holding his phone while driving ... But noticed his truck reeked 
of weed, so they decided to investigate.

8/22/19 5P/6P 3:00
A mother and her two grown children found shot to death. Police say the mom shot her daughter and her son -- then 
turned the gun on herself. Police went to the townhone on nobility way in Cobb County last night on a welfare 
check. That's when they found three bodies.
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8/22/19 5P/6P 3:00
Frightening moments for a little girl. Investigators say a man in a work van approached the 11-year-old. Then… he 
tried to lure her into the van. This all happened along school road near Dallas.

8/22/19 5P/6P 3:00
Gunmen on scooters target a Georgia tech student. Campus police say the gunmen held the student up and robbed 
him. It happened near North Avenue and Techwood drive early this morning. Police say surveillance cameras did 
capture photos of the suspects.

8/22/19 5P/6P 2:10
Security cameras at an Atlanta business capture legs dangling through the ceiling -- but who do they belong to? 
Police say it was a burglar, breaking into the business from above. According to investigators, thieves are now 
hiding on roofs, and then breaking into businesses through the ceiling, because they have a better chance of going 
undetected.

8/23/19 10P/11P 3:20
A McDonough pawn shop owner escaped with her life this afternoon after a dangerous encounter with a masked 
intruder. The gun toting, masked man burst into her store around 4-30 but police say she wasn't about to let him get 
to the safe.

8/23/19 10P/11P 3:20
Missing and stolen mail. It’s become a real problem lately in one metro Atlanta neighborhood. But one guy found a 
way to keep an eye on his mailbox.

8/26/19 5P/6P 3:00
A disturbing discovery tonight in Paulding County. Investigators want to find out who killed someone, then set a car 
on fire with the body inside. The GBI has been called in and the gruesome discovery has led to an arson and murder 
investigation.

8/26/19 10P/11P 3:00
A 43-year-old man is accused of stealing nearly 100 guns and 20-thousand dollars...Using his title as director of 
security at a local hospital to pull it off. The accusations - stemming from Russell Richardson's time at DeKalb 
medical center.

8/27/19 5P/6P 3:10
They not only allowed sex trafficking to take place... But also helped sex traffickers avoid detection. Those are the 
bombshell allegations against four metro Atlanta hotels in a series of federal lawsuits filed late Monday. The 
lawsuits specifically name hotels in Alpharetta, Atlanta, Chamblee and Smyrna.  

8/27/19 5P/6P 3:30
Surveillance cameras capture a glimpse of a man burglarizing a home, before he disables the electronic eyes. The 
homeowner's alarm company alerted her to the break-in in progress at her home on Oakvale Falls drive near 
Decatur. Now the homeowner believes the same man is responsible for other criminal activity in her community.

8/28/19 10P/11P 3:30
Beaten, bitten and bruised. Horrifying moments for an Uber driver just trying to drop off a passenger in midtown. A 
woman came out of nowhere and attacked the driver on Howell Mill and 14th street.

8/29/19 5P/6P 3:00
An unusual accident in Gwinnett County. Police say a Georgia State University student was first involved in a hit 
and run accident on Steve Reynolds Boulevard ... Where the driver took off from the scene. Officers say the student 
followed him and had a second crash that took her life.
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8/29/19 10P/11P 4:00
A group of kids in Rockdale County calls for help for a 12-year-old who was shot in the stomach. The family of that 
young boy says the sixth grader is still in the hospital recovering.

8/29/19 10P/11P 3:00
He finished a shift at a local fire department, drove his wife to receive treatment for her cancer, then walked outside 
to find someone got away with his pickup truck. The vehicle was parked outside the cancer treatment center. Police 
want to find the truck and those who stole it.

8/30/19 5P/6P 3:00
Gwinnett county police have a murder mystery on their hands and they believe two adults and two children who fled 
the scene might have some answers. Officers want to figure out who shot and killed a 31-year-old man and left him 
to die in a motel room.

8/30/19 5P/6P 3:00
Deputies in Coweta County are wrapping up what they call 30 days of heat. We're not talking about the 
temperatures. The focus here -- crime along the exit ramps of interstate 85. Deputies say these crimes range from 
armed robbery and drugs to child cruelty and DUI.

8/30/19 10P/11P 2:20
A man says hello to a stranger and ends up pistol-whipped and robbed.

8/31/19 10P/11P 3:00
An Atlanta man is behind bars facing animal cruelty charges. Neighbors told police he killed a small dog, then set it 
on fire in a storm drain on Virginia Highlands circle.

9/1/19 10P/11P 3:00
A man says he was held at gunpoint while using the restroom in a Douglasville mall. He says the thief only stopped 
when he discovered a pair of handcuffs in the victim's pocket.

9/2/19 5P/6P 3:10
A new mother stabbed to death. Now a teen girl in custody charged with murder. Atlanta police say it's the tragic 
end to a neighborhood fight that the victim's relatives insist never should've happened.

9/3/19 5P/6P 3:00
It's happened again. A newborn baby abandoned...Apparently just hours after her birth...Only to be discovered by a 
kind stranger and rescued by Atlanta police. The child is now recovering at children's healthcare of Atlanta at 
Hughes Spaulding.

9/3/19 5P/6P 3:30
A DeKalb woman gets the shock of her life when she reviews her home surveillance video. She discovered a 
peeping tom was watching her through her bathroom window. The man actually climbed a ladder he brought with 
him, to reach the window.

9/3/19 10P/11P 3:00
Authorities say burglars swiped weapons from nearly 30 cars in three separate Forsyth County subdivisions. 
Deputies say two law enforcement vehicles including an unmarked Forsyth County sheriff's car are among the 
vehicles broken into.

9/3/19 10P/11P 3:00
A nightmare for a Clayton County couple. They say a man entered their home while they were sleeping and lurked 
inside for more than five minutes before taking off with a purse and their car. The couple says they feel violated and 
haven't been able to sleep since this disturbing crime.
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9/4/19 5P/6P 2:00
A Georgia police chief says a man came into his home and tried to assault his adult daughter. But she was able to 
fight him off. The law enforcement official, James Morgan from Jackson, says the incident stemmed from a broken 
relationship between his daughter and an ex-boyfriend.

9/4/19 5P/6P 2:30
Sandy Springs police are on the lookout tonight for a van full of people who may be preying on children. The 
suspicious vehicle was spotted Sunday night in sandy springs. Police say the people inside tried to grab a young girl, 
but the child managed to run away and hid.

9/4/19 5P/6P 3:00
A terrifying ordeal for an Alabama woman who investigators say escaped a man who attempted to kidnap her at the 
Georgia border. The incident happened on interstate 85...  Just across the state line. Detectives say the woman 
jumped out of a car after spotting a deputy.

9/4/19 10P/11P 3:00
A nightmare in Gwinnett County... Police say a woman was choked and raped while held at knife-point. Tonight, 
her attacker remains on the loose. 

9/5/19 5P/6P 4:20
An East Cobb business's plan to donate to Dorian relief efforts may be on hold for the time being. "Righteous Que" 
is a Bar-B-Que restaurant that has a reputation for giving back to its community by donating some of its profits to 
needy causes. One of which would have been those impacted by Dorian. But someone recently stole their massive 
smoker they use for their fundraising events.

9/5/19 10P/11P 2:50
The search is on for a man accused of attacking a woman in her house. Police say the man had stolen the victim's 
wallet before the attack. And that's how he knew where to strike.

9/6/19 5P/6P 3:00
Investigators with three law enforcement agencies east of Atlanta are looking for a man. Who they has targeted 
multiple apartment complexes and robbed victims at gunpoint. Three robberies have happened within the last month 
in newton and Rockdale counties - and only a few miles a part.

9/6/19 5P/6P 3:00
South Fulton police have shut down one of the largest chop shops in metro Atlanta. Investigators say they seized 30 
stolen cars and have found hundreds of pilfered automobile parts on a three point five acre lot on Roosevelt 
Highway. The operation is so large, it took police three days to collect all the evidence.

9/6/19 10P/11P 2:20
Police say someone fired a shot outside the victim's house. The bullet hit her in the leg. But tonight... we've learned 
that woman did not survive.

9/6/19 10P/11P 3:55
Gwinnett county police say burglars have ripped off local businesses for weeks now. Authorities hope new 
surveillance images will help put the crooks behind bars.

9/7/19 5P/6P 3:00
A 17-year-old is behind bars, charged in the murder of another teen. Police say "Ozell Craft" shot and killed the 19-
year-old victim at an apartment complex off Brockett Road this morning, and then went to school.

9/9/19 5P/6P 4:00
Startling video tonight of an armed robbery at a Henry County McDonald's. The suspect entered the business armed 
with a rifle. Police say the man went straight to the back... Where an employee was counting money.  
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9/9/19 10P/11P 2:00
Run over and robbed... In the middle of the day. That's exactly what police say happened to a man outside a flea 
market in southwest Atlanta. Surveillance cameras captured at least part of the crime.

9/9/19 11P 1:20
This man is behind bars after police say he beat a 69-year-old man nearly to death during a home invasion. The 
crime happened in Atlanta near centennial Olympic Park. Investigators say the same suspect punched another man 
unconscious days before the break-in.

9/10/19 5P/6P 3:00
Police are asking for the public's help after a man was found murdered in a local hotel. Officers say the two women 
seen on surveillance video were with the victim right before his death.

9/10/19 10P/11P 3:00
More than 40 dogs are being treated and cared for at the Atlanta humane society. After authorities say they were 
neglected and abandoned at a puppy mill in Monroe County. The humane society shared video of the deplorable 
conditions at one house.

9/10-11/19   10p/6p 12:38
Frustrated family members in Carroll County want a new judge and a new prosecutor in hopes of putting a four-
year-old tragedy behind them. A Georgia State Trooper speeding down a state highway slammed into a car, killing 
two teenagers and seriously injuring two others. The trooper was fired and the state settled a civil suit for $3 million, 
but it took years for the criminal trial. But before the jury could decide the case, the judge called for a mistrial, 
accusing prosecutors of lying to the defense. The victims' families having lost faith with justice system demanded a 
new slate of court officers. After watching the FOX 5 I-Team investigation, both the judge and the prosecutor 
agreed to step aside. 

9/11/19 5P/6P 4:00
A terrifying and violent armed robbery at a gas station by masked men who opened fire during a hold-up at the 
Marathon gas station on East Ponce de Leon Avenue early this morning.  But, bullet-resistant glass and a security 
door may have saved the clerk's life. 

9/11/19 5P/6P 4:30
A Kennesaw grandfather is behind bars, accused in a heinous crime. Police say Hassan Boyer doused his paralyzed 
wife with lighter fluid ... sprayed her with roach spray ... and tried to light her on fire.  There were three young 
children in the room at the time.

9/11/19 5P 1:15
The owner of a Maserati is speaking out tonight after her car was stolen from an Atlanta gas station.
The woman says she was at the pump early Sunday, when a man jumped in her car and took off. This happened in 
northwest Atlanta, at the Quik Trip on Howell Mill Road.

9/11/19 5P/6P 3:40
Police in Flowery Branch want you to take a close look at the man on your screen. Investigators say he is a suspect 
in a series of car break-ins over the last week and a half and they need your help to put him behind bars.  Police are 
concerned not just about the break-ins but also what he stole.

9/11/19 10P/11P 4:30
A DeKalb County detective opens fire-- after police say he was nearly mowed down by a driver at a Motel 6. It was 
a wild scene-- and dozens of witnesses and police say the driver crashed into car after car on Northlake Drive. The 
whole thing finally ended at a Chevron station, down the road from that Motel 6 in Tucker.

9/11/19 11P 2:00
A DeKalb County woman says she was scammed while trying to build her credit. And now, she's out of more than 
12-hundred dollars.
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9/12/19 5P/6P 4:20 
They are truck drivers, hotel clerks, even an information technology worker. But tonight, they all face charges after 
being arrested in a child sex sting. Late today, the Forsyth County sheriff's office announced the arrests of two dozen 
people in Operation Just Cause.

9/12/19 5P/6P 4:05
Atlanta police announce a larger reward in the Atlanta University Center shooting. You'll recall at least 2 men are 
accused of opening fire during a busy back to school celebration there on August 20th that left 4 students injured. 
One of the suspects is in custody, but police need information to find that the second suspect.

9/12/19 5P/6P 4:10
Deputies say a husband killed his wife just after the couple's daughter ran for help. It happened in north Georgia, in 
rural Gordon County. That's about 70 miles north of Atlanta. The GBI tells us Krystal Jones' estranged husband, 
Dwight Jones, shot and killed her. At the same time, he fired on deputies.

9/12/19 5P/6P 4:25
A bizarre story out of Cobb County...that's where police have accused Larry Eugene Brown of breaking into a house 
and making himself at home. The homeowners told officers they woke up to find him naked in their hot tub. 

9/13/19 5P/6P/10P 7:10
A delivery driver is under arrest after police say he stole a resident’s I-phone while dropping off a package. That 
resident told officers he tracked the missing I-phone and confronted the driver. Police were called in and got the 
cellphone back. The family says they believe on-line retailers need to do a better job screening employees.

9/13/19 5P/6P/10P 7:40
A frightening report of a crime in a Buckhead community. A homeowner tells police a man lurking outside her 
home, pulled out a knife and stabbed her. The incident has her neighbors along the Peachtree Battle Corridor. But 
there is a big twist to this incident - the crime never happened. 

9/13/19 5P 4:20
Authorities have safely located a boy and his father, after police say the dad took the 10-year-old son from his 
elementary school without permission. That father does not have custody-- and the disappearance sparked a 
kidnapping investigation.

9/13/19 10P/11P 4:50
Tonight police are looking for a pregnant woman accused of passing off fake money in Henry County.
And, Mcdonough police tell us she could be part of a large counterfeit ring all across metro Atlanta.

9/13/19 10P/11P 4:40
Tonight, advice from a neighbor and a Crimestoppers alert from police. Two guys caught trying to break into a 
house give a security camera a new angle. Atlanta police say two houses on the same southeast Atlant street were 
targeted.

9/14/19 10P 2:25
A gruesome discovery in DeKalb County. Firefighters responded to a car fire this morning and found a burned body 
inside. Investigators tell fox five that they suspect foul play. And tonight, many residents who live in the typically 
quiet neighborhood feel on edge.

9/16/19 5P/6P/10P 5:25
A huge drug bust in Spalding County lands 19 people behind bars. Deputies tell us some of them are members of the 
so-called ghost face gangsters, who detectives say is a white supremacist prison gang.
Detectives tell us some of those people are still on the run.
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9/16/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 12:10
A daylong search for a double murder suspect in Henry County has ended, with the suspect dead after a chase and 
shootout with Jonesboro police.

9/16/19 5P/10P/11P 5:55
In Rockdale County, police say a homeowner shot and killed three masked teens who were on his property early this 
morning. The deadly shooting has shaken a lot of people who live in the Pine Forest community. Deputies have 
interviewed the homeowner but not charged him in the triple shooting.

9/16/19 10P/11P 4:10
Developing tonight--three young men suspected in a crime spree that stretched across several Georgia counties--are 
behind bars. Their alleged crimes range from felony motor vehicle theft to armed robbery. The suspects face gang-
related charges as well...and that could lead to decades in prison, if they are convicted. 

9/16/19 10P/11P 5:10
Deputies have made an arrest in a hit and run that sent a young man to the hospital. The Barrow County Sheriff's 
Office says if it hadn't been for the actions of a man who stopped to help... the outcome may have been much worse. 

9/17/19 5P/6P/10P 5:50
A possible break-in staved off in northeast Atlanta. One homeowner thanks his Ring doorbell for deterring a pair of 
potential crooks. And, Fox 5's Emilie Ikeda obtained the surveillance video that explains why.

9/17/19 5P/6P/10P 5:35
If stealing isn’t bad enough...thieves take a bike from a college student who suffers from a traumatic brain injury. 
The specialized bike helps junior Marquavious Barnes get around the Georgia Tech campus. That all changed 
Sunday when someone took his bike. 

9/17/19 5P 1:40
Fulton County schools shared this video with us as they investigate an act of vandalism at Roswell High School 
Friday evening. According to the school district, someone driving a black truck damaged a practice field by doing 
donuts on the grass during Friday's rain.  There is some indication that students may have been involved.

9/17/19 5P/6P/11P 5:55
A strange bank robbery case out of Coweta County. Investigators there are searching for someone who they say is 
an older gentleman in a dress shirt and slacks who robbed the Southern States Bank in Bullsboro. Fox 5 has the 
surveillance video tonight.

9/17/19 5P/6P/10P 6:00
Caught on camera -- brazen thieves at work inside a local temple. Police say they stole thousands of dollars worth of 
gold necklaces. Now police say they've caught the thieves. Police say the band of thieves targeted Hindu temples 
and houses of worship. Metro area temples in Riverdale and Cumming fell victim to the group who stole thousands 
of dollars in jewelry and cash in May. Federal authorities say the suspects carried out similar crimes in six states. A 
representative of one of the local temples reacted to the suspects' arrest. 

9/17/19 10P/11P 4:15
A police officer opens fire on a suspect outside two busy restaurants in Douglasville.Tonight the GBI confirms this 
is an officer-involved shooting--the second one in two days and the 60th so far this year.

9/17/19 11P  2:30
Voters headed to the polls in Atlanta and Fulton County to decide a couple of races. And while that was happening, 
investigators say, thieves went to work--stealing computers containing sensitive voter information.
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9/18/19 6P/10P 3:50
The family of a Rockdale County jail inmate has released new video tonight. They claim it shows the moments 
leading to Shali Tilson's death in jail from what an autopsy found were complications from severe dehydration. His 
family has filed a lawsuit against Rockdale County, the sheriff, and three deputies. 

9/18/19 6P/10P 4:15
There are allegations of neglect, physical abuse-- even sexual abuse of patients at a Gwinnett County treatment 
facility.The Gwinnett County Police Department is investigating a laundry list of crimes tied to Lakeview 
Behavioral Health in Norcross. The facility advertises treatment for depression, anxiety and drug addiction. Police 
believe there could be more patients out there who were crime victims.

9/18/19 10P 2:40
A registered sex offender is behind bars tonight, accused of violating his parole. Earlier this year, Michael 
Wysolovski pleaded guilty to charges of cruelty to children and interstate interference with custody.
He was sentenced to probation. That case drew national attention-- in part because his teenage victim claimed she 
was sometimes locked in a cage and denied food and contact with the outside world as he sexually assaulted her.  
And we’ve heard from another woman who says --based on her experience with the man-- he should be locked up 
much longer.

9/18/19 10P 2:30
A judge, a private investigator, a former cop, and the co-founder of Dragoncon -- all booked into the Gwinnett 
County jail.  Tonight-- all four face felony charges for alleged computer hacking. This all started earlier this year 
when the judge thought someone was tapping into her computer.

9/19/19 5P/6P 3:55
Tonight -- Jamal Alexander is now in the Gwinnett County jail. Police say he attacked his girlfriend inside their 
apartment on Preston Lake Drive in unincorporated Norcross -- and pointed a gun at her. He got away from officers 
-- but he turned himself in a few hours later.

9/19/19 5P/6P/10P 5:05
Marietta police have accused a Marietta man of a shocking crime. Police say Griffin Frank charged at a woman with 
a sword—as the woman held a baby.  

9/19/19 10P 2:45
A police sergeant nearly run-over by a driver--dash cam video shows the danger in full focus. And now, police are 
searching for this woman---police say she's the one behind the wheel...putting the lives of two police officers in 
danger. Fortunately, in this case-- no one was hurt. But investigators still want to find the driver.

9/20/19 5P/6P/10P 5:35
A developing story out of Paulding County tonight-- deputies say they've charged three people with a murder from 
two years ago. The body of suspect, austin nicholson, was found earlier this year. Police say Nicholson and three 
others carried out a "hit" on an innocent Paulding County homeowner two years ago.

9/20/19 10P 1:35
Atlanta police are looking for the man who robbed a U.S. military service woman at gunpoint.
Investigators say she's on active duty...and came to the area from Fort Stewart because of Hurricane Dorian. She 
ended up a victim of a crime while leaving a northeast Atlanta grocery store.

9/20/19 10P 2:30
We begin tonight with a scary Friday afternoon in Gainesville. That's where police shot an armed man near a local 
hospital. Tonight that armed man is in the hospital. And doctors are checking out two police officers. 
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9/23/19                                             5P/6P 5:45
Joel Hudson Edwards could be called the “reluctant and unlucky bank robber.”  Investigators say he tried 5 times to 
rob two Coweta County banks ...but could not work up the nerve.  And once he did -- on the sixth try -- authorities 
say he had to go to two different tellers before he was able to get any money. Now, he’s under arrest.

9/23/19 5P/6P 4:05
We now know the identity of a DeKalb County man killed in what police believe was a home invasion robbery. 
Brandon McCrary was a young family man with deep roots in the area. And tonight police tell us the gunmen 
threatened a young woman seconds before they confronted McCrary.

9/23/19 6P/10P/11P 5:50
A manhunt for an armed man is ongoing in Clayton County. Law enforcement officials say the man   pointed his 
weapon at a Clayton County police officer. Now they’re telling residents to keep their doors locked. Dozens of 
officers canvassed neighborhoods in the area of Godby Road and Jones Circle and have gone door to door with guns 
drawn in some cases.

9/23/19 10P/11P 3:55
Gwinnett County police say they have felony warrants out for this man. Investigators tell us he has taken thousands 
of dollars from homeowners in what they call a roofing scam. Right now...they've spoken with two victims but tell 
us there could be more out there.

9/24/19 10P/11P 4:40
A chaotic crime spree in a North Georgia city comes to a dramatic close. Toccoa authorities say a man stabbed two 
people, kidnapped his wife, and killed her -- before he was cornered by police... and shot.

9/25/19 5P/6P 3:10
Cobb County police want to track down the people who opened fire on several people in an East Cobb neighborhood 
using what they believe was a pellet gun. Most of the incidents happened in and around the Indian Hills country club 
subdivision yesterday afternoon.  

9/25/19 5P/6P 2:50
Atlanta police say a robber pressed a firearm into the chest of a traveler inside a parking deck at Hartsfield Jackson 
international airport. The scary episode caught that traveler by surprise. Officers say the victim turned over 
valuables. 

9/25/19 10P/11P 3:50
A desperate plea from a hit-and -run victim. A mother of two is run over down by a driver who left her there to die. 
Now her family is trying to find answers.

9/25/19 10P/11P 2:50
Investigators in Covington have warned residents about meeting people online. Police say a woman ambushed and 
robbed a man when they met in person through a dating app.

9/26/19 5P/6P 3:00
Was it a justified shooting -- or was it murder? That's what jurors in the trial of a former officer accused of killing an 
air force veteran will have to decide. Former DeKalb county police officer Robert Olsen faces felony murder 
charges for shooting and killing air force veteran Anthony Hill outside a Chamblee apartment complex in 2015. 
Prosecutors say hill suffered from mental illness -- and was naked and unarmed. The defense says Olsen felt 
threatened and acted in self-defense.

9/26/19 5P/6P 2:40
Henry County police want the public's help following a shooting outside the Ken's Foods facility near McDonough. 
Police say the male victim was standing in the parking lot when someone pulled up in a car and shot him.
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9/26/19 5P/6P 3:40
Atlanta police say they plan to crack down on teenagers who are repeat offenders. Officers say they stopped 
suspected car thieves Wednesday afternoon. Two of the four teens had ankle monitors on, which means they were 
already in trouble for previous arrests. 

9/27/19 5P/6P 2:20
A Lithonia police officer arrested... Facing some serious charges. He is accused of raping a victim and doing so 
while on duty.

9/27/19 5P/6P 2:20
Police are looking for the man who attacked and robbed a woman in the Candler Park area last night. Investigators 
say a man started chasing a woman walking down the street before tackling her to the ground. Investigators say this 
is the second pedestrian targeted in the area this week.

9/27/19 5P/6P 4:40
Cold blooded and ruthless. That's how east point police describe a murder suspect they arrested this morning. 
Authorities say LaShondra Boyd killed a man just weeks after a violent home invasion and knife attack on a 67-
year-old woman back in August. 

9/28/19 10P/11P 3:10
The search continues for the person who shot and killed a father of two. Fox 5 spoke to the family of the victim.

9/28/19 10P/11P 3:00
New information in a deadly crash. It happened shortly after a high speed police chase across two counties… ending 
in Butts County. Four people died.

9/29/19 10P/11P 2:00
An officer shot a man who police say refused to put down a weapon. It happened following a dispute between the 
man and a woman, possibly brother and sister. The GBI is now on scene.

9/29/19 10P/11P 4:00
The search is on for a man who stole someone's car from a gas station in Union City. In the back seat -- a one-year-
old baby. Tonight, the child is back with his family.

9/30/19 5P/6P 3:00
A raging gun battle at a DeKalb county mall leaves one man dead and police searching for the gunmen. DeKalb 
county police say a gunfight broke out in an outside courtyard at the mall at Stonecrest around 11:30 Sunday night. 
The shooting spilled out into mall parking lot, where a man was fatally wounded.

9/30/19 5P/6P 3:50
Prosecutors call him a serial rapist... And now, 19 years after allegedly attacking a Spelman college student, he will 
face a judge. The Fulton County District Attorney's office announcing today the indictment of Cleophus Ward.

9/30/19 5P/6P 3:00
A car break-in attempt at camp creek marketplace is now a murder case. Detectives say, Melvin Robinson was 
sitting in his truck when thieves tried to break in. Robinson and a friend confronted the suspects a few minutes later 
and the men opened fire on them. He died several days later.

9/30/19 5P/6P 3:40
Coweta County deputies have arrested a suspected tool thief that has been targeting contractors in several south 
metro Atlanta communities. Justin dewberry was arrested at a east point fast food restaurant after deputies say they 
were forced to taser him. 
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9/30/19 10P/11P 2:40
The GBI is in Gainesville where a police officer shot someone tonight. The incident started as a call about a person 
being hit by a vehicle.

9/30/19 11P 1:40
Members of one Kennesaw family say they will have a tough time sleeping tonight... Because someone fired dozens 
of shots into their house.

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

7/1/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
The Roof at Ponce City Market previews its Annual Rooftop Bash for the 4th of July

7/1/19 10am 3:30
New Ford Fry restaurant on the Westside AIX stops by to show off some grilling tips for the holidays

7/2/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:40
Zoo Atlanta’s Safari Camp----a week-long experience for campers from ages 4-14 themed toward specific lessons 
about animals and the environment.

7/3/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
The Museum of Design Atlanta celebrates the Art of the Guitar in special exhibit curating the design and 
construction of the guitar including instruments used by all-stars in the music industry----Wire & Wood: Designing 
Iconic Guitars

7/4/19 All Shows 3:45-5:00
Covering the 50th running of the Peachtree Road Race---the world’s largest 10K run annually through the streets of 
Atlanta from Buckhead to Midtown

7/5/19 9am 4:00
Kelli Ferrell stops by to talk about her new cookbook---Kooking with Kelli---which is filled with delicious southern 
meals and  mouth-watering dishes---she will also be appearing on Guy’s Grocery Games

7/5/19 10am 3:00
Stars of show: Saints & Sinners show off their set shot in metro Atlanta and talk about upcoming season

7/8/19 5a & 7a 2:55
Vet gets new smile; They fought for us and risked their lives, yet some local veterans find themselves struggling 
with dental care.  Now one local non-profit is working to change their lives one smile at a time.

7/8/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:15
Max’s Coal Oven Pizzeria hosts the Ultimate Pie Summer Challenge

7/9/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:45
Atlanta’s Peachtree Center hosts Peachfest---as the peach takes center stage at one-day festival celebrating 
Georgia’s most famous crop

7/9/19 5P/6P 3:30
A DeKalb County police officer becomes a hero when he saves a three-year-old's life. The girl was in the car with 
her family when her mom says she stopped breathing.

7/10/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:14
We visit Camp Best Friends on Lake Allatoona---for 4 decades this camp is aimed at keeping kids safe. Started by 
former Atlanta mayor Maynard Jackson as a result of the Missing and Murdered Children crisis---the camp now 
serves 4000 young people every summer
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7/11/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:55
Metro Atlanta’s Medieval Times is looking for Junior Knights---with a summer time Junior Knight Training 
program every Sunday in July---we take a closer look at what the training entails

7/12/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:45
Atlanta Comic Con takes place at the Georgia World Congress Center all weekend---we have a preview of all the 
activities

7/15/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Mason’s Twenty-Fore Straight fundraiser for brain cancer research in honor of young child age 7 who died from the 
ailment back in 2013---money goes to the Georgia Chapter of the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation

7/15/19 9am 2:35
Destressing on vacation------make sure your vacation does NOT stress you out

7/16/19 8a & 9a 3:15
Fighting for Fitness with George Foreman III---son of iconic boxer and boxer himself works to help people shed 
unhealthy habits buy working out in his EveryBodyFights Class

7/16/19 10am 1:55
Keeping the Art Alive:  Clock collectors get together each week and fix clocks

7/16/19 5P/6P 3:30
A Clayton County police officer is just days away from a life-saving kidney transplant and the donor is his wife.

7/17/19 5a & 7a 2:45
Online Food Pantry---local man started a non-profit called “The Online Food Pantry” that takes produce and 
products from grocery stores and restaurants and delivers to families in need---helping to eliminate food waste.

7/17/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:30
We highlight the annual BMW raffle to benefit the Atlanta Ronald McDonald House Charities----helping families 
for the past 40 years

7/18/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Tellus Science Museum marks the 50th Annivesary of the Lunar Module Landing with special exhibits and displays 
including Moon rocks and more

7/18/19 9am 4:30
Max the Service dog trained and fostered by FOX5 team is back on the 1-year anniversary of his pairing with his 
human

7/19/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:50
Gentlemen of Soul romance metro Audiences—we preview the weekend concert series at the Mable House Barnes 
Amphitheater including Freddie Jackson and Peabo Bryson

7/22/19 9am 3:00
GRAMMY nominated and award winning Gospel Hall of Fame music icon Kurt Carr is back with his 8th album

7/22/19 5P/6P 4:00
A Marine credits his life to man's best friend, a black lab who served by his side in Afghanistan, sniffing out bombs. 
But when he left the service, he also left his k-9. Now, after six years, the man has reunited with his trusty pup.
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7/23/19 5P/6P/10P/11P 8:25
The Chattahoochee River is a popular destination for families who enjoy floating. But one trip got rocky quick as 
three teen sisters who can’t swim found themselves in the river. Two Cobb County officers saved their lives with a 
tool they say they hadn’t used in a year.  

7/23/19 10P/11P 4:35
It is one of the most grueling and prestigious sporting events in the world – the Tour de France. This weekend, 
cyclists will wrap up the race after covering thousands of miles. And thousands of miles away, residents of a 
Decatur neighborhood are cheering on Joey Rosskopf – who grew up in Decatur and is now one of the 60 cyclists 
competing in the Tour de France.  

7/23/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Gearing up for the annual BB & T Atlanta Open---we preview all the action

7/24/19 5a &7a 2:20
A local man works to raise $100K for Lymphoma and Leukemia Society with the help of Senior fitness program and 
outreach

7/25/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
It’s “Miracle Treat Day: an annual fundraising event for Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals----with proceeds in 
metro Atlanta going to Childrens Healthcare of Atlanta

7/25/19 10P/11P 4:10
Check out this cool moment -- a National Guardsman, walking across the graduation stage tonight at Kennesaw 
State University. And boy did he have to jump through hoops to get there -- the lieutenant unexpectedly returned 
home just in time for the ceremony.

7/29/19 7a & 9a 3:30
Jimmy Carter and others take part in fund-raiser fashioned after a murder mystery tale like   “Murder on the Orient 
Express”—but here in Georgia on short-line railroad serving Plains,  Americus and points in southwest Georgia

7/29/19 8a & 10a 3:30
Jimmy Carter and Sunday School pilgrimage at Maranatha Baptist Church in Plains

7/30/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:15
Virgil’s Gullah Kitchen & Bar---brings the cuisine of the coast and the Gullah-Geechee culture to Atlanta

7/31/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
Gwinnett indoor airsoft experience at SS Airsoft---we show the latest offering at this entertainment center

8/1/19 8a & 9a 3:45
Computer Museum of America officially celebrated its grand opening back in July---but the Good Day feature 
teams stops by to highlight this unique visual testimony to all things computer related

8/1/19 9a 3:15
Atlanta Falcons marketing team stops by to talk about tribute to service members for military appreciation day

8/2/19 8a & 10a 3:15
Americus Ghost Tour----the haunted history of this historic mid-southwest Georgia small town

8/6/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
We visit the Georgia mountain town of Helen---and showcase the new Georgia Mountain Coaster---the ride features 
carts which travel along a track up and down the mountainside
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8/7/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:10
Touring company of Cats is in town for a run at the Fabulous Fox Theater

8/7/19 10P/11P                                           4:50
Pulled over on the side of a Paulding County road with a sick and a choking baby. They were terrifying moments for 
a frantic mother. But her panic turned into relief, when an off-duty officer showed up to save the day.

8/8/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:15
New home for African elephants at ZooAtlanta----

8/9/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:50
The Blackberry Smoke Ride for CURE 2019:  a motorcycle trek fund-raiser to help research toward childhood 
cancer

8/13/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:25
Kidsignments celebrates 25 years at the Gwinnett County fairgrounds

8/14/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:50
Wood’s Chapel BBQ---combining some history of the Summerhill neighborhood with great barbecue

8/15/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:30
Pottery retail studio in Alpharetta …and a place for commercial lessons and so much more

8/15/19 5P/6P/11P 7:25
Henry Country firefighters save a driver's life. His car plunged into a pond on Lake Dow Road. Police body cam 
video shows water up to the windows. And that was before, crews say, the car started sliding into deeper water. 

8/20/19 10P/11P 3:30
Decades after her rescue -- a woman who was left in a box and abandoned as an infant, is now searching for the 
people who saved her. Amanda Jones posted a picture on Facebook with hopes of getting some leads -- and it's 
gotten a lot of attention.

9/12/19                                                 11P 2:10
The number of young people committing suicide – including teenagers and even younger kids - has grown over the 
last few years. Often, loved ones say they never saw it coming. Tonight, the GBI and the Paudling County school 
district held a suicide prevention summit where they talked about warning signs and crisis resources. 

8/16/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:00
PAW Patrol stars take over the Fox Theater---we have a preview of the weekend shows

8/20/19 5a/7a/10a 2:45
Mailboxes for Medicine: 2-year-old Claire Gaines is a medical mystery. After 2 years and 3 rounds of genetic 
testing to get a diagnosis the medical bills are piling up –so the Gaines family came up with an idea---They’re 
sprucing up people mailboxes to earn extra cash in order to help pay the medical bills

8/20/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:10
Georgia winemaker celebrates 10 years of stomping, crushing, drinking---as Yonal Mountain Vineyards gears up for 
its annual summer celebration near harvest time

8/21/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 4:00
The fan events surround the annual Tour Championship at East Lake Golf Club---we preview all the action

8/22/19 7a/8a/9a/10a 3:30
Pigfest at Avalon---A special Labor Day celebration of pork at two restaurants at the Avalon shopping district
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8/23/19 5a & 7a 2:50
PGA Wounded Warrior: We focus on two wounded warriors who are receiving special golf clubs from Callaway 
designed and specially fitted to work with their disability

8/23/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:00
College Football Hall of Fame unveils its special exhibit honoring the 150 years of college football—we have a 
preview

8/23/19 8a/9a/10a 3:00
We highlight the Tour Championship so far—and what’s coming up over the weekend

8/26/19 7a/8/a9a/10 3:45
Thrones, Drones & Danger Zones---Cosplay made easy. We give a preview of the annual Dragon.con event

8/26/19 9am 4:00
Three Gwinnett County bus drivers who helped save the life of another driver—are here to share their story

8/27/19 7a/8a/9a 3:30
Wrestling legend Diamond Dallas Page tackles obesity through Yoga—we stop by his studios and talk about his 
new book as well

8/28/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:00
Johns Creek’s Autrey Mill Nature Preserve & Heritage Center and the local Historical Society joins forces for a 
unique farm festival this upcoming weekend---we preview what will happen and all the center has to offer

8/29/19 10a 3:50
Atlanta singer honors sister with new jazz album Deb Bowman new release “Fast Heart” dedicated to her sister who 
passed away from ovarian cancer

8/30/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:45
One more time---let’s preview all the craziness that is coming up this weekend at Dragon.com---more than 75,000 
attendees are expected.

9/5/19 9am 2:50
Efinery 29---the leading digital media and entertainment company for young women----comes to Atlanta for the 
“Expand Your Reality” in Atlanta conference—we preview

9/9/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:00
Ninja Quest Fitness hosts a competition bringing together some of the best for a 3-day event featuring workshops, 
competitions, and amazing demonstrations of human strength & endurance---we have a preview

9/11/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:30
For the 9/11 anniversary hundreds of volunteers gather at the College Football Hall of Fame to take part in a 
massive food packing event----simultaneously taking place in several major cities.

9/12/19 10a 4:00
Designer and TV star Vern Yip talks about his new book and we preview his speaking engagement at the Marcus 
Jewish Community Center

9/13/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:45
Monster Jam is at the Infinite Energy Arena in Duluth-----we have a preview of this weekend’s action
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9/16/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:15
Fall is approaching so we stop by Uncle Shuck’s Corn Maze in Dawsonville to talk about and show off all the 
family friendly activities you can take part in this Autumn

9/17/19 7a/8a/9a/10 3:45
A night of fashion to benefit Bert’s Big Adventure.  The fashion show will held at Avalon---and the proceeds will 
help kids with chronic and terminal illnesses along with their families got to Disney World as part of Bert’s annual 
Big Adventure

9/18/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:00
Oktoberfest at a new brew pub in Hapeville-----we visit Hapeville’s Arches Brewing in the Airport District

9/18/19 10am 3:45
We talk to Jenn Hobby about her daughter’s recovery from childhood cancer---as September is National Childhood 
Cancer Awareness Month----including a benefit for Reese’s magic Fund and the Aflac Cancer & Blood Disorders 
Cener at CHOA

9/20/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:00
Six Flags Over Georgia new for this year’s Fright Fest---we have a preview

9/24/19 9am 3:35
In advance of Heartwalk 2019---we meet a survivor: Scott, he was a runner that started noticing pressure on the left 
side when he ran---a cardiologist said he was okay—but days later he ended going to ER and discovered 99% 
blockage----perhaps from family history of high cholesterol---after his heart attack he’s now on a mission.

9/24/19 10a 3:45
Georgia DNR team talks about “game day” in Georgia---as hunting season is around the corner

9/24/19 5P/6P 4:00
Some Cobb County police officers risked their own lives to save a man who was asleep in his parked car on a 
railroad track. The officers only had seconds to spare before the train barreled through.

9/24/19 5P/6P 4:50
The producers of a movie being shot right here is Georgia say their plot has a positive family message. And now, 
they're taking it a step further by donating the majority of the film’s profits to charity.  

9/25/19 7a/8a/9a/10 4:30
Sugar Factory opens in Atlanta----this national trendy chain offers up signature food, cocktails and wild desserts and 
shakes at upscale bistro in Midtown.  After NYC, LA, Vegas and other locales----there’s finally one in the ATL

9/26/19 9a 4:00
We preview the annual Greater Atlanta Greek Festival with a guest in the studio to talk about changes and all that is 
old is new again

Wednesday’s Child 

07/03/19                                           6PM 1:59
Marquez and Roderick /Six Flags
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to two brothers who dream of being adopted together. Marquez 
and Roderick got to spend some quality time together at Six Flags over Georgia.

07/17/19                                            6PM 2:21
Robert/Custom Belts
In this week's Wednesday's child we go behind the scene of designing custom belts and sunglasses. We introduce 
you to Robert who can’t wait to show off his "new products" to a forever family.
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07/31/19                                            6PM 2:14
Sisters/Gymnastics
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a special group of sisters searching for a forever family. They 
have been waiting on a family for some time. 

08/14/19                                           6PM 2:01
Antonio/Coder
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a teenager who loves computers and coding. Antonio 
programed his own robot and would love to find a family who loves technology as much as he does.

08/28/19                                             6PM 2:17
Jakeya/Salon
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a teenager who spent a full day in the salon. Jakeya was right 
at home since her goal is to open up her own hair salon, but her first dream is to find a forever family.

09/11/19                                              6PM 2:49
Brothers/DJ
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to two brothers who would love to be adopted together. Johnny 
and Derrel love music and that was the idea behind bringing the boys to Maestro's Cultural Arts center in Lilburn. 

09/28/19                                          6PM 2:18
Aden/Horses
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a 9-year-old who spent the day on horse farm. After five 
years in foster care, Aden is ready to jump in the saddle with a forever family.

Georgia Gang

07/07/19 8:30AM                                        
An all-out smoking ban in the city of Atlanta awaits the mayor’s signature. If Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms gives 
the final okay, there will no longer be any smoking or vaping inside public places like restaurants and Hartsfield 
Jackson International Airport. Some city restaurants owners have concerns this will be a hard hit for business. State 
law already outlaws smoking in restaurants that allow people under the age of 18. If the mayor signs the expansion 
of the smoking ban, it would take effect January 2020.

07/14/19 8:30AM                                        
Some Dekalb County home owners, the elderly in particular, are going to get a tax break this year that they haven’t 
gotten before because of gentrification, skyrocketing property values and the one percent EHOST sales tax. Credits 
resulting from the new EHOST sales tax and lower property tax rates will work together to lower the amount 
residents will have to pay later this year. 

07/21/19 8:30AM                                        
An emotional speech from Congressman John Lewis just before the Democratic led House voted to condemn what it 
called racist remarks from President Trump aimed at four Freshman Democrats tweeting for them to go back to their 
own countries.  But, Georgia Republican Congressman Doug Collins said Speaker Pelosi violated the rules of 
decorum by calling the remarks racist on the floor of the House. Collins stated this needs to be voted down, we need 
to get to a point in time when we are literally doing the people’s business. In the end, House Democrats ultimately 
passed the resolution.  Congressman Lewis commented that at the highest levels of government, there’s no room for 
racism.  

Another scooter rider has died after allegedly being hit by a bus. The rider was dead before firefighters were able to 
free him. City officials that the rider was heading home from an Atlanta United when he was struck. Authorities are 
still trying to determine what happened. Surveillance footage from the MARTA station showed the victim on a 
scooter before the crash, but it did not capture the moment of impact, according to Atlanta police. Cobb County will 
fully cooperate with Atlanta’s investigation, he added. The crash is believed to be the second deadly accident 
involving electric scooters in the city of Atlanta. It comes weeks after police ended a grace period for riders and 
started enforcing city code, which mandates that scooters be ridden in the street with other traffic, not on sidewalks.
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07/28/19 8:30AM                                        
After two scooter-related deaths, Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms signed an executive order to prohibit any 
new companies from obtaining electric scooter permits. Although the city council’s scooter ordinance prohibited 
scooter riding on sidewalks, the Atlanta Police Department didn’t began ticketing riders until last month. After the 
ramped up enforcement and forced scooter riders from the sidewalks into the streets, two people died in accidents 
with vehicles in the past month. The order does not apply to the nine companies that already obtained permits from 
the city.

08/04/19 8:30AM   
Georgia is getting new voting machines, and the first ones will be tested in Paulding County in November. 
Lawmakers have approved more than $100 million of taxpayer money to buy the machines. The voting process 
looks much like before. Secure and fair elections were a concern, along with votes being processed properly. The 
new machines will be tamper-proof because nothing is web-based, and a new paper ballot will be printed with the 
voter’s results. The first time the machines will be used state-wide is expected to be in March 2020. 

08/11/19 8:30AM                                        
Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms bans electric scooters and bike riding from 9pm to 4am after yet another 
scooter-related death in East Point, Georgia. It’s a viable solution for some of our transportation needs as e-scooters 
are a supplement to public transportation. Atlanta still needs to boost infrastructure on the streets where the riders 
are. Barricades and enforcements could help with safety, and a full ban of e-scooters is not the temperament of the 
mayor and the city council.

Hotel and business owners are complaining about how aggressive panhandlers are becoming. We don’t want to turn 
into a Seattle or San Francisco, but homelessness appears to be getting worse. Organizations and ambassadors, along 
with the leadership of the mayor, are trying to find a more sensible way to treat the panhandlers and to reduce the 
number of panhandlers because it’s gotten a little more aggressive in the past few months.

08/18/19 8:30AM                                        
The Georgia Environmental Protection Division has just announced an air quality monitoring plan for the areas 
around two metro Atlanta plants that sterilize medical equipment. The move comes after reports from the AJC that 
Georgia’s first air test for ethylene oxide shows levels way above what federal officials deem acceptable. The EPA 
says ethylene oxide does cause cancer and many are pointing fingers at that company. Concern over emissions from 
the plants in Smyrna and Covington was stoked after a federal air quality assessment was updated to reflect the 
higher toxicity of ethylene oxide, which the EPA reclassified in 2016. In the name of public safety, the air will be 
monitored every six days so that it can be identified what citizens are actually breathing in.

08/25/19 8:30AM                                        
This week, residents from Smyrna and Covington gathered in search of answers as to why they weren’t told earlier 
about two medical sterilization plants that release ethylene oxide, a chemical the EPA confirms causes cancer. 
Governor Brian Kemp met with the two companies responsible for toxic air emissions, calling the meetings 
productive but more work needs to be done. Some lawmakers want Governor Kemp to shut down the plants instead 
of waiting on results of air tests which could take months. Sterigenics in Cobb County has voluntarily agreed to 
reduce the emissions, and BD in Covington should do the same. Shutting down the plants to make sure the air is safe 
is the best thing to do.

09/01/19 8:30AM                                        
Governor Brian Kemp issued a state of emergency with Hurricane Dorian approaching Georgia. Delta Airlines, 
based in Atlanta, has assured that it will cap all of the flights insuring that people who want to travel to safer places 
have the ability to do so.

There was an explosion that injured a worker last year that went unreported and a toxic gas leak last month forced 
employees to evacuate the facility. The company, Sterigenics, didn’t have to report because the leaks were under the 
reporting threshold. The EPD has deployed an emergency response. All of the employees are fully aware of the 
conditions of the plants. The plants just can’t shut down as they are within the permitting process under state and 
federal guidelines. If a shutdown occurs, they will sue the state and cost taxpayers millions of dollars. Governor 
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Kemp called for a special investigation because of the information that was not disclosed to his office, and the EPD 
stepped in when the independent monitoring and self-reporting for five weeks was not happening. 

09/08/19 8:30AM                                        
The contract for Atlanta Public Schools Superintendent, Meria Carstarphen, is up in less than a year. Carstarphen 
has been the head of APS since 2014. Will her contract be renewed?  The school board is looking long and hard at a 
woman who came in and did a lot of good for the school system, but she didn’t do it all alone. She had support from 
the school board. During the last renewal, a third of the board voted against her. She works for the board; if the 
board feels she’s not the right person to carry on what she has deemed as her legacy, then they won’t elect her. 
There are concerns about Carstarphen backing charter schools, but some of them have been very effective.  

09/15/19 8:30AM
On Monday, Meria Carstarphen was surprised that the school board did not extend her contract, after graduation 
rates are at an all-time high and test scores are way up in the urban district. Therefore, the decision isn’t necessarily 
performance-based.  Carstarphen came in after the district made national headlines for the largest cheating scandal 
in U.S. history. The district’s urgent problems have been solved, and now the district is in a very different place, 
looking for the person to carry on the next phase.

09/22/19 8:30AM
Smyrna, Atlanta and Cobb County hired an environmental consulting firm to test the air quality near the Sterigenics 
facility, and the first test results were released this week. Per the AJC, approximately eighty percent of the samples 
did not show detectable levels of the carcinogen ethylene oxide. Experts say more a lot more data is needed, 
pointing out that samples were collected while plant operations were suspended instead of operating a full capacity, 
but this is a good baseline. 

The Atlanta Public School Board has not released the reason for not renewing superintendent Meria Carstarphen’s 
contract. The board met on Friday, in an executive session that was open to the public, to the plans as to how it was 
going to move forward. The community is going to be involved, along with students, parents and civic / 
philanthropic leaders to make sure the community picks the best superintendent to move on to the next phase.

09/29/19 8:30AM
Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms announced a $5 million plan to make streets safer for bikers and e-scooter 
riders due to the recent e-scooter-related injuries and fatalities. The routes will be outlined to make cycling 
connectivity with the city. The mayor heard people loud and clear that the streets need to be safer. The mayoral 
administration, along with council members, have been in contact with the scooter companies to say that this is an 
innovative plan and everyone is needed to buy into it. Some of the scooter companies will likely buy into the 
Mayor’s plan, as the $5 million is not a huge amount of money to insure safety and mobility. 
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Community Affairs
Issue-Oriented Community Projects

July - September

May – August
MUST Ministries Summer Lunch Program

Thousands of children who normally eat free and reduced cost lunches at school are home during the summer 
with little or no food. Most are children of minimum wage workers who must leave their young ones in the care 
of a neighbor or older child. 

This critical situation is overcome in part with the effective MUST Summer Lunch Program. Every weekday for 
10 weeks, sack lunches are packed and hand delivered to targeted locations suggested by school counselors 
throughout the area. Bartow, Cherokee, Cobb, Forsyth, Gwinett, Fulton, Paulding, and Pickens counties are all in 
the Summer Lunch network where staff, volunteers and donors bring daily meals to grateful children.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, website 
presence, social media and related stories by an Anchor.  More than 260,000 were served. 

September 
American Heart Association – HEART WALK

The American Heart Association held its annual Metro Atlanta Heart Walk on September 28, 2019.  The walk 
encourages people to become more physically active and employers to be catalysts for change in creating a healthier 
culture within the work environment.  In addition to FOX 5 other corporate sponsors included Delta, Emory, United 
Healthcare and others.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, involved our on-air 
anchor staff during the day of the walk, website presence, social media and related stories by our Health Reporter.  
More than 15,000 walkers participated and over $1.7 million was raised.


